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Summary 
 

The chemical weathering processes of continental rocks are thought to be a major mechanism that 

control the long-term global climate. Carbonate rock on land surface is the largest carbon reservoir 

comparing to atmosphere and ocean. The chemical weathering products of carbonates constitutes nearly 

half of the dissolved loads in terrestrial water systems, although carbonates only covers 15.2% of ice-

free continental surface. The aquatic photoautotroph in inland waters can utilize the carbonate 

weathering product HCO3
- to produce organic carbon, thus forming a geological long-term carbon sink. 

This coupled biological carbon pump effect (BCP) may be responsible to a large proportion of terrestrial 

missing carbon sink. Due to the rapid dissolution kinetics, carbonate weathering process presents 

strongly sensitivity to environmental perturbations such as climate change and human land-use 

conversion. The better understanding of how carbonate weathering related carbon sink evolve under 

global change is significant to predict the future global carbon cycle and climate dynamics. This 

cumulative thesis consists of four scientific papers that together characterize the mechanisms and 

variations of carbonate weathering carbon sink under global change in terms of CO2 capture, inorganic 

carbon sink transfer, and organic carbon formation. 

In order to discuss the variation of carbonate weathering carbon sink in a dynamic earth system, a better 

understanding of the behavior of carbonate weathering process under different natural condition is 

essential. The first paper of this thesis selects three typical karst catchments with different geo-

backgrounds to quantify the impacts of temperature, water flow and vegetation cover on carbonate 

weathering intensity and related carbon sink flux. Results indicate that the role of climate and vegetation 

may equally important, which play as a counterbalance effect in controlling the HCO3
- concentration 

and carbon sink flux. Due to the chemo-statistic behavior of solutes flux, the total amount of carbon sink 

is depending on the water yield rate instead of HCO3
- concentration. By comparing the results of three 

soil pCO2 models with global spring records, the second study find that net primary production (NPP) 

could be the optimal predictor for evaluating carbonate weathering intensity in most areas. On account 

of the disproportional influence of HCO3
- and water flow on total carbon sink budget, the spatial 

distribution of carbonate weathering carbon sink flux is mainly dominated by global runoff pattern. By 

the insight of global spring evidences and the results of global simulations, a new mixed effect model is 

constructed to predict the historical and future variations of carbonate weathering carbon sink. This 

model indicates that this carbon sink flux will experience a widespread and consistent increase, ranging 

from +9.8 % (RCP4.5) to +17.1 % (RCP8.5) during 1950 to 2100. This carbon sink enhancement will 

mostly occur in low latitudes accompanied by intense human agricultural extension, implying that will 

have a great potential for human land-use strategies to regulate this carbon sink in the future. Finally, 

the impacts of different land-use strategies on carbonate weathering coupled biological carbon pump 

effect (BCP) has been detected in an artificial karst simulation test. Results suggest that DIC fertilization 
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(high HCO3
- input) will release the CO2 limitation in high pH aquatic environment, promoting the 

ecosystem primary production and in-stream organic carbon export. The high HCO3
- inputs in grassland 

and shrubland dominant spring-pond systems lead a higher organic carbon export than that in bare rock 

land. 

In summary, the findings in this thesis indicate a considerable feedback that carbonate weathering 

carbon sink may response to climate and land-use change, which could have a great potential for 

mitigating the future global warming. Although the increasing global temperature will constrain the 

carbonate weathering intensity, yet human land-use activities may inversely lead a carbon sink 

enhancement. The carbonate weathering coupled terrestrial biological carbon pump effect is another key 

mechanism that can use to increase the atmospheric CO2 remove by human land-use strategies. Results 

in this thesis stress the significant role of carbonate weathering carbon sink for global carbon cycle and 

its great potential for mitigating the global warming. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 

Die chemische Verwitterung von Gesteinen ist ein wesentlicher Prozess, der die langfristige 

Klimaveränderung beeinflusst. Kalk- und Dolomitgesteine stellen hier die größte Quelle an 

Kohlenstoff dar, verglichen mit Atmosphäre und Ozean. Die chemischen 

Verwitterungsprodukte der Karbonate tragen fast die Hälfte der Lösungsfracht in terrestrischen 

Abflußsystemem bei, obwohl Karbonate nur 15.2% der eisfreien Landschaftsoberfläche 

ausmachen. Photoautotrophe Organismen im Süßwasser können das Verwitterungsprodukt 

Bikarbonat nutzen, um Kohlenstoff herzustellen, eine weitere Kohlenstoffsenke. Diese 

gekoppelte biologische Kohlstoffpumpe (BCP) stellt möglicherweise einen Grossteil des 

fehlenden Anteils an der Kohlenstoffsenke dar.Aufgrund der schnellen Lösungskinetik der 

Kalklösung reagiert die Karbonatverwitterung schnell auf Umwelteinflüsse wie dem 

Klimawandel und der Änderung der Landnutzung. Es ist daher essentiell, die 

Karbonatverwitterung besser zu verstehen, um zukünftige Klimaänderungen besser 

vorherzusagen. 

Diese kumulative Doktorarbeit stellt im Zentralteil vier Veröffentlichungen vor, die 

Mechanismen und Variationen der Karbonatverwitterung beschreiben. 

Die Karbonatverwitterung als Kohlenstoffsenke braucht ein besseres Verständnis der Reaktion 

des Verwitterungsprozesses aufgrund von natürlichen Änderungen im Klimasystem. In der 

ersten Publikation werden deshalb drei verschiedene Einzugsgebiete vorgestellt auf 

verschiedenen Klimabereichen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen einen Einfluss sowohl von Klima- als 

auch von Vegetationsänderungen, Die einen gegenteiligen Einfluss auf die Karbonatlösung 

haben. Vor allem die Abflussmenge kontrolliert den Betrag der Kohlenstoffsenke. 

In der zweiten Publikation werden drei verschiedene Boden-CO2-Modelle betrachtet und mit 

dem Chemismus von Quellschüttungen verglichen. Hier stellt sich heraus das die „net primary 

production“ am besten die Variabilität der Bikarbonat-Variation beschreiben kann. Demnach 

kontrolliert der Oberflächenabfluss den Betrag der Kohlenstoffsenke am stärksten.  

In einer dritten Publikation wird mit Hilfe der Quellschüttungsdaten ein neues Modell 

entwickelt, dass heutige und zukünftige Karbonatverwitterung beschreiben kann. Aus dem 

Modell lassen sich Anstiege des Kohlenstoffflusses von +9.8% bis +17.1% ableiten für den 

Zeitraum 1950-2100. Dieser Anstieg findet im Wesentlichen im niedrigen Breiten statt, so dass 

hier eine Landnutzungsänderung als möglicher Eingriff in die zukünftige Klimaentwicklung in 

Betracht gezogen werden kann. 
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In einer vierten Publikation werden verschiedene Landnutzungsszenarien in einem Feldlabor 

nachgestellt. Hier lassen sich Rückschlüsse sowohl auf dem Kohlenstoffkreislauf als auch zum 

Effekt der biologischen Kohlenstoffpumpe quantifizieren. 

Die Ergebnisse dieser Doktorarbeit zeigen ein Feedback zwischen natürlichen 

Klimavariationen und anthropogenen Landnutzungsänderungen einerseits und der 

Karbonatverwitterung andererseits. Während ein globaler Temperaturanstieg den Betrag der 

Karbonatverwitterung limitiert, können Landnutzungsänderungen zu einer Erhöhung der 

Karbonatverwitterung führen. Auch die biologische Kohlenstoffpumpe führt zu einem Anstieg 

der Karbonatverwitterung. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Motivation 

 

A fundamental question of climate change for the scientific community is how to balance the 

atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2(atm)) budget, and central to this issue is how to tackle the 

missing carbon-sink problem. The terrestrial carbon cycle is thought to be a major source that 

accounts for this missing sink (Melniko and O’Neill; 2006; Ciais et al, 2013). The chemical 

weathering of continental rocks is a significant terrestrial process that regulates the geological 

long-term global climate (Berner et al, 1983). Continental carbonate rock is the largest carbon 

reservoir, covering nearly 10~15% of the global ice-free land surface (Ford and Williams, 2013; 

Goldscheider et al. 2020). The CO2 in soil water produces aggressive carbonic acid, which them 

can dissolve carbonates on the land surface, forming the famous karst landscape (Dreybrodt, 

1988; Ford and Williams, 2013). During this chemical weathering process, the dissolution of 

carbonate minerals liberates base cations, producing an alkalinity flux (mainly bicarbonate, 

HCO3
-) to the surface water systems. Hence, the atmospheric CO2(atm) or soil CO2 (which is of 

atmospheric origin) are converted to dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and is then transported 

to the oceans via runoff (Berner et al, 1983; Liu et al 2010; Gaillardet et al, 2019). This DIC 

flux contributes nearly 50-60% of the continental weathering products (Gaillardet et al,1999).  

In the past, conventional views suggested that carbonate weathering processes can only act as 

carbon sink on geologically short time scale (<100,000 years), but for longer periods (>100,000 

years), CO2 will move back to the atmosphere by DIC out-gassing from the oceans (Berner et 

al, 1983; Arvidson et al, 2016).  

However, recent studies have highlighted that carbonate weathering products (DIC) are used 

by terrestrial water aquatic biota by photosynthesis (submerged plants, plankton etc.). The DIC 

in surface water systems is transformed to dissolved organic matter by phototrophs and can be 

buried in riverine or lacustrine sediments (Yang et al, 2015; Liu et al 2018), resulting a 

geological long-term carbon sink. Therefore, the significance and the magnitude of this carbon-

sink flux has been reevaluated and quantified in this thesis.  

The chemical weathering rate of carbonate is around 10-20 times fast than for silicate 

(Meybeck, 1986; Liu et al 2012). This fast dissolution kinetics allows carbonate weathering to 

rapidly respond to environmental perturbations such as climate change and human land-use 

changes. In past decades, the accelerating carbonate weathering carbon-sink flux has been 
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mapped by many global efforts (Raymond et al, 2003; Raymond et al, 2008; Macpherson et al 

2008). These studies indicate that the response of carbonate weathering to global change is fast 

and considerable, and it may lead a positive feedback to global warming. However, most 

global carbon-cycle models only treat this weathering process as constant terrestrial carbon 

sink, which may underestimate the significant potential of carbonate weathering to mitigate 

the accelerated warming climate.  

The aim of this thesis is to detect the mechanisms of the carbonate weathering carbon-sink 

response to global change (especially climatic and land-use changes), and to present a global-

scale modelling framework to evaluate the role of this carbon sink in the future global carbon 

cycle. Previous work on carbonate weathering carbon-sinks used mainly runoff-based empirical 

functions or climate-based models to evaluate the global weathering intensity (e.g. Amiotte-

Suchet and Probst, 1995; Gombert et al, 2002; Romero-Mujalli et al 2019b) or focused on 

regional-scale variations by using high-resolution water quality logger (Zeng et al, 2015; Zeng 

et al, 2016). However, using only regional data or climate-based models can result in inaccuracy 

when applied as global estimate, because the weathering behavior may vary from site to site. 

In order to improve these limitations and select a better method for this task, this thesis utilizes 

results from different field sites and compares several soil-pCO2 models. Additionally, a series 

of satellite-based data sets are used for the global estimation, providing a new high-resolution 

map of global carbon-weathering intensity. After evaluating the advantages of different 

parameters, a new model is constructed to predict the long-term response of carbonate 

weathering carbon sink from past decades to the near future (1950-2100). The analysis of the 

carbonate-weathering intensity and carbon sink in this thesis offers new insights into the 

structure of the global carbon-cycle model, providing a potential terrestrial carbon sink process 

that could help to mitigate global warming. 

 

1.2. History and present state of carbonate-weathering carbon-sink studies 

 

1.2.1. Behaviour of carbonate weathering under different natural conditions 

 

The chemical dissolution intensity of carbonate minerals and the related carbon sink are 

controlled by numerous climatic and biologic variables. Yet, the general equation of carbonate 

weathering carbon sink (CCSF) can be simply expressed as: CCSF = 0.5 × DIC × Q. Where 

DIC [mol/m3] is the concentration dissolved inorganic carbon and Q [m/s] is the discharge. 

CCSF is the carbon sink flux and 0.5 indicates that only half of the carbon in the DIC is of 
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atmospheric origin (Liu et al, 2010). Therefore, both DIC and Q are two key factors for 

estimating the carbonate carbon-sink flux. Under natural conditions, numerous environmental 

drivers are controlling both DIC and Q. First, temperature controls the thermodynamic 

constants of the calcite-water-carbon-dioxide (CaCO3-H2O-CO2) system (e.g. Plummer et al, 

1978; Dreybrodt et al, 1988; White and Blum, 1995), determining the magnitude of DIC. 

Within the normal global temperature range, the solubility of carbonates will decrease as the 

temperature is raised (Dreybrodt et al, 1988). Meanwhile, the level of the partial pressure of 

CO2, pCO2, along the soil-rock interface is also responsible for the solutes concentration. Unlike 

the temperature, pCO2 is mostly depending on biological processes. Soil CO2 is mainly 

produced by root respiration and the decomposition of organic matter through microorganic 

activities, but both processes owe their CO2 originally from the atmosphere (Berner, 1997; Liu 

et al, 2010). Accounting for the close relationships between soil-biota respiration and 

temperature as well as soil moisture (Bond-Lamberty et al, 2010; Tang et al, 2020), the 

weathering intensity of carbonate rocks also can be affected by climate. On the other hand, 

precipitation and evapotranspiration are involved in the process of carbonate-weathering 

carbon-sink flux (Zeng et al, 2016), because the solute flux and the saturated state of solution 

are strongly affected by the discharge (Q) due to the chemo-static behaviour (Godsey et al 2009; 

Zeng et al 2015). The daily water balance also regulates the soil moisture. Therefore, the water 

availability may influence the soil respiration, thus the carbonate dissolution.  

Besides, growing evidence indicates that the anthropogenic factors, which were not in the focus 

by geochemists in the past, may play a crucial role for the carbonate carbon-sink flux. Studies 

show that human land-use strategies have essentially altered the carbonate-weathering process 

and carbon-sink flux in past decades (Raymond et al 2008; Macpherson et al 2018; Zeng et al, 

2017). Due to the build-up of vegetation cover on bare surfaces, the weathering rate of rocks 

increases 3-10 times owing to the high soil biomass in natural ecosystem (Cochran and Berner, 

1996; Berner, 1997). However, human agricultural expansion, deforestation and urbanization 

have also reshaped the natural vegetation conditions. An increasing proportion of land-use 

changes leads a large soil organic-carbon loss and a decline in respiration rate, which may result 

a lower intensity of carbonate dissolution. Moreover, the change of vegetation types such as 

forest to crop or bare-land decreases the evapotranspiration thus enhancing the water yield 

(Zhang et al; 2001; Piao et al, 2007). Those anthropogenic factors are intertwined with climatic 

parameters, complicating the carbonate weathering behaviour in different regions. The 

mechanisms behind the mixed impacts of these factors are crucial for discussing the response 

of carbonate-weathering carbon sink to global change, yet it is still poorly understood.  
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I will address this question in chapter 3. 

 

1.2.2. Estimation of carbon weathering and carbon sinks 

 

In past three decades, researchers conducted numerous attempts to evaluate the global 

carbonate weathering intensity and total related carbon-sink budget. For instance, in order to 

quantify the variable carbon-sink flux of rocks, the relationships between runoff and solute flux 

have been constructed by using world-wide riverine geochemical records and soil properties 

(Amiotte-Suchet and Probst, 1995; Bluth and Kump et al, 1994; Hartmann et al, 2014b). 

However, a simple empirical function cannot capture the spatial and temporal variation of 

carbonate weathering intensity and detect the sensitivity of its response to global change. These 

runoff-based global paradigms may underestimate the impacts of other environmental drivers, 

ignoring the huge differences from site to site. Meanwhile, the fast kinetics of the carbonate 

dissolution reaction allows it to reach equilibrium state in very short time (≤3 hours, Reddy et 

al, 1981; Dreybrodt et al, 1996). This short response times prohibit runoff based-models to 

evaluate the actual value of the DIC in aquifer. Another attempt to address the carbon sink is 

using the potential maximum dissolution equation. This approach assumes that the dissolution 

of carbonate is already reaching the equilibrium state after the solute flux flows to the surface-

water system. The impacts of temperature on the equilibrium constants have been detected by 

laboratory experiments and are well known, which makes this approach very useful. Here, the 

most crucial and hard-to-access parameter is soil pCO2, which is mostly associated with 

biological processes. Gombert (2002) first used an evapotranspiration-(ET)-based pCO2 model 

(Brook et al, 1983) to estimate the carbonate-weathering carbon sink on a global scale. This 

study suggests that carbonate-weathering carbon sinks may account for nearly 30% of the total 

missing carbon sink. Yet, this empirical pCO2 model may overestimate the DIC in arid region 

when applied to global scale, because it fails to exclude the abiotic evapotranspiration on 

vegetation-free land surface. Likewise, a soil water-content based model has been constructed 

by using global spring data for pCO2, but no vegetation factor is involved (Romero-Mujjali et 

al, 2019a). Compared these two empirical methods, a process-based soil pCO2 model has been 

integrated to the carbonate equilibrium equation to obtain the carbonate weathering intensity 

(Beaulieu et al, 2012; Goddéris et al. 2013; Calmels et al, 2014). This model calculates the 

respiration rate of soil biota at different root zones. Although this method adds the role of 

vegetation cover, the model cannot currently be applied on a global scale because of limitations 

in computing power. A modified version is needed to improve this model. These three soil 
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pCO2 models have their own advantages and could acquire a good match with observations in 

some regional studies. However, there are no related studies to compare their accuracy for a 

global study and verify the outcomes by using global field evidence. Therefore, a comparison 

study of these models for a global scale will be investigated in chapter 4. 

 

1.2.3. Sensitivity estimation of carbon weathering to global change 

 

The increasing greenhouse emission induced global warming has altered the balance in the 

earth climate system, when compared to the time before the industrial revolution. In the worst 

case of a fossil CO2 emission scenario, a global warming of more than 6℃ is expected till 2100. 

Carbonate weathering processes will be strongly influenced by this human-induced 

perturbation due to its fast dissolution kinetics. First, the rising global temperature will enhance 

the ecosystem productivity thus leading a higher soil CO2 flux (Bond-Lamberty et al, 2010). 

As the atmospheric CO2 concentration increased in past decades, the rising ground water pCO2 

and accelerating weathering rate have been found both in short-term and long-term local 

observations (Andrews et al, 2001; Mcpherson et al, 2008; Gislason et al, 2009). Meanwhile, 

the global temperature and atmospheric CO2 increases also promote the changes in the global 

hydrologic cycle by altering the precipitation pattern and vegetation cover (Labat et al, 2004; 

Gedney et al, 2006). The variation in water balance results a considerable influence on 

carbonate weathering process and related carbon sink flux, because runoff is a key factor that 

controls the total carbon-sink flux (Zeng et al 2015; Zeng et al, 2016). Additionally, the growing 

population results in an increasing demand of food and society development, resulting in a large 

proportion of land-use changes especially in developing countries. The fast growth of cropland 

and agricultural activities have altered numerous continental surface processes as well as 

continental rocks weathering. A growing number of studies imply that the contemporary 

weathering flux of carbonate experiences increasing trends for decades, which at least in parts 

is triggered by the intense human land-use changes (Raymond et al, 2008; Drake et al, 2018; 

Macpherson et al, 2019). For instance, the alkalinity flux in the Mississippi River has increased 

nearly 50% during the past decades due to agricultural management and lime fertilization. 

However, these anthropogenic impacts have long been neglected in studies of carbonate-

weathering carbon-sink modelling. More importantly, these new evidences have challenged the 

previous assumption that the feedback of rock weathering and global change is slow and only 

may occur on a long geological time scale. Thus, the total response of the carbonate-weathering 

carbon sink to global changes needs be well quantified. Yet, to capture this response requires a 
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further understanding of the mechanism behind, especially the sensitivity of this carbon sink 

response to different environmental drivers. This question will be investigated in chapter 5. 

 

1.2.4. Terrestrial biological pump and carbon weathering 

 

In earlier decades, the carbonate-weathering carbon flux has been seen as a geological short-

term carbon sink. However, the terrestrial biological carbon pump effect (BCP) coupled to 

carbonate weathering has been identified in more recent studies. These findings stress the 

significant role of the carbonate-weathering products for controlling long-term global climate 

(Chen et al, 2017; Jiang et al, 2013; Yang et al, 2015). This effect suggests that the aquatic 

photosynthesis coupled with carbonate weathering process may result a stable carbon sink in 

surface waters by transforming DIC to organic carbon (Liu et al, 2018). In fresh waters, aquatic 

ecosystem CO2 uptakes (photosynthesis) raise the water pH and change the principle molecular 

hosts of DIC (Talling, 1976; Verschoor et al, 2013). These higher pH values shift the inorganic 

carbon dominated by CO2(aq), to a HCO3
- or CO3

2- dominated system (Schulte et al, 2011). 

Although CO2(aq) is the favored substrate for aquatic ecosystem photosynthesis, some 

phytoplankton or submerged plants have developed an ability to utilize HCO3
- as a carbon 

source by CO2-concentration mechanisms (CCMs). This mechanism allows them to acquire 

additional carbon when CO2(aq) becomes limited in high pH environment (Van Dam et al, 2018; 

Verspagen et al, 2014; Morales-Williams et al, 2017), especially in karst terrains (Yang et al, 

2015; Chen et al, 2016). The DIC fertilizer (high HCO3
- inputs) effect induced by carbonate 

weathering on aquatic ecosystem primary production promotion has been detected in field 

experiments (Chen et al, 2017). On the other hand, nitrogen has been thought to be a key 

limiting nutrient for aquatic ecosystem productivity, while the carbon (CO2(aq) or DIC) has been 

treated as a non-limiting nutrient (Hecky and Kilham, 1988; Visser et al, 2016). However, 

studies discover that aquatic carbon may play an important role as a reaction rate-limiting 

nutrient instead of yield-limiting nutrient, which can interact with other elements (N, P, SO4
2-, 

Si) for co-limitation of ecosystem productivity in inland waters (Low-Decarie et al, 2014). The 

cycling of carbon and nitrogen are closely coupled, controlling the autochthonous organic 

carbon export through aquatic assimilation and denitrification (Seitzinger el al, 2016; Taylor 

and Townsend, 2010; Trimmer et al, 2012). Meanwhile, the increasing contemporary 

agricultural activities have increased both DIC and nitrogen loads to the surface water system 

(Raymod et al, 2008; Mulholland, 2008; Taylor and Townsend, 2010). Therefore, in order to 

strengthen the aquatic carbon uptake through human land-use strategies, a better understanding 
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of the relation between nutrient inputs with aquatic OC production is crucial. The mechanisms 

of terrestrial carbon pump effect and C, N coupling under different land-use will be carried out 

in chapter 6. 

 

1.3.  Objectives and outline of thesis 

 

The following main questions will be investigated in this study: 

• Question 1: How do temperature, runoff and land cover control the carbonate 

weathering behaviour and related carbon sink flux? 

• Question 2: Which models or parameter values can be better applied to estimate the 

carbonate-weathering intensity on a global scale?   

• Question 3: How does the carbonate-weathering related carbon sink response to future 

global changes? 

• Question 4: What is the influence of different human land-use strategies on the 

terrestrial BCP effect in surface water system? 

 

This thesis is arranged into 7 chapters. Chapter 2 describes the methods and the data applied in 

this research. Chapter 3 focuses on question 1, which summarizes the carbonate weathering 

behaviour of three typical karst catchments, and discusses the role of temperature, runoff and 

vegetation cover on carbon-sink flux export. Chapter 4 discusses the question 2, and applies 

three different parameterized soil pCO2 models to explore the best environmental parameter 

values for estimating global carbonate-weathering intensity. Chapter 5 addresses the question 

3, which used the outcomes of CMIP5 and a new mixed-effects model to predict the future 

changes of carbonate weathering carbon sink flux. Chapter 6 focuses on the mechanisms of 

BCP effect under the impacts of different human land-use strategies.  

Chapter 3 to chapter 6 are presented by three published articles (chapter 3, 5, 6) and one article 

submitted (chapter 4). Chapter 3 to Chapter 6 generally describe an overview of the progresses 

of carbonate-weathering carbon cycle studies, from the mechanisms of atmospheric CO2 

capture on land rock surface to the organic carbon storage in terrestrial aquatic ecosystem.  

The conclusions of this thesis and the future perspectives of this topic are finally presented in 

chapter 7. 
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1.4. List of abbreviations 

 

 

 

 

AOC Autochthonous organic carbon 

APAR Absorbed photo-synthetically active radiation 

BCP Biological carbon pump  

DBL Diffusion boundary-layer theory 

DIC Dissolved inorganic carbon 

CCMs CO2-concentration mechanisms           

CCSF Carbonate weathering carbon sink flux 

CMIP5 The fifth phase of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 

ET Evapotranspiration 

GM-CO2  Global Erosion Model for CO2 flux 

MPD Maximal potential dissolution formula 

NPP Net primary production 

OC Organic carbon 

RCP Representative CO2-concentration pathway 

SWC Soil volumetric water content 

TOC Total organic carbon 
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2. Theory and Methods 
 

Due to the cumulative nature of this thesis, the individual topics are presented in the form of 

four published articles, resulting in concise theoretical explanations. Therefore, this chapter 

provides more in-depth insight into the fundamental theory and methods, upon which the 

individual topics are based.  

All four studies discuss carbonate-weathering carbon-sink evolution under global changes. In 

section 2.1, the basic processes how carbonate weathering captures CO2 (carbon dioxide) from 

atmosphere and transforms it to a long-term carbon sink have not been discussed in detail in 

the articles, yet they constitute the basis for carbon-sink flux calculations. The calculation of 

the equilibrium concentration of HCO3
-(bicarbonate), using temperature-depended reaction 

constants and soil pCO2 is described in section 2.2. Section 2.3 then discusses the three 

prevailing soil pCO2 models, which are used in the papers. Finally, in section 2.4, the Shawan 

karst simulation test site is described, our natural laboratory of carbonate-weathering in the 

field. 

 

2.1. Theory of carbonate weathering 

 

As one of the main continental weathering processes, the weathering products of carbonate are 

a significant carbon sink for the global carbon cycle (e.g. Berner et al 1983; Gombert et al 2002; 

Liu et al, 2010). The dissolution of carbonates captures CO2 from the atmosphere and the soil 

layer as a form of DIC (dissolved inorganic carbon) and delivers it from the land surface to the 

oceans via surface water systems. As first step of this process, CO2 is readily soluble in water 

(H2O): 

CO2	+	H2O	⇋H2CO3	⇋H++HCO3-	⇋2H+	+CO32-	 (2.1) 
 

The resulting carbonic acid (H2CO3) is then dissociating into hydrogen (H+) and bicarbonate 

(HCO3
-), then main constituent of the dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), and in part further on 

to carbonate (CO3
2-). The dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) is the sum of CO2(aq), H2CO3, 

HCO3
- and CO3

2-, but for pH-values between 6.6 and 10,  the freshwater pH range, HCO3
- is 

dominating DIC, while CO2(aq) only plays a minor role. The atmospheric CO2 is thus 

transformed into dissolved inorganic carbon in the form of HCO3
- (Fig. 2.1a.) 

Along the soil-rock interface of carbonate rocks, the CO2-containing water dissolves the 

carbonates, which can be expressed as summation: 
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CaxMa1-xCO3	+	CO2	+	H2O	=	xCa2+	+	(1-x)Mg2+	+	2HCO3- (2.2) 

Here, x represents a fractional value, with x=1 representing calcite (CaCO3), and x=0.5 

dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2).  

However, due to the deposition of CaCO3 in the oceans, the abiotic terrestrial weathering 

process only acts as a short-term rather than a long-term carbon sink, when compared to 

silicate weathering (Berner et al, 1983), although the DIC produced by carbonate weathering 

contributes nearly 50%-60% of the continental weathering products (Gaillardet et al,1999). 

However, CO2(aq) is the preferred form as nutrient for the primary production of aquatic 

phototrophs. Thus, the CO2 uptake (photosynthesis) in the aquatic ecosystem will raise the pH 

of the water and further lower CO2(aq).  

Some phytoplankton and submerged plants have developed the ability to utilize HCO3
- by CO2-

concentration mechanisms (CCMs), which acts as an additional carbon source. This mechanism 

allows them to acquire additional carbon, when CO2(aq) becomes limited in high pH 

environments (Van Dam et al, 2018; Verspagen et al, 2014). Recent studies have found that the 

HCO3
- produced by carbonate weathering in continental surface water may be utilized by 

aquatic phototrophs via CCMs. Thus, the DIC produced by carbonate weathering will be 

transformed to autochthonous organic carbon (AOC) or be captured as a form of organic matter 

in the sediments (Liu et al, 2010; Chen et al, 2017). The aquatic ecosystem DIC capture via 

photosynthesis is therefore another carbonate weathering process with great potential as 

geological long-term carbon sink: 

Ca2+	+	2HCO3-	→	CaCO3	+	x(CO2	+	H2O)	+	(1-x)(CH2O+O2) (2.3) 

Here, x is a portioning factor between CO2-release and O2-erlease to the atmosphere. 

As shown in Fig. 2.1a , the AOC carbon sink may occur in rivers, lakes, wetlands and reservoirs, 

which have been seen as carbon pipeline or CO2 source in global carbon-cycle models. More 

importantly, the AOC produced by this terrestrial biological carbon pump (BCP) process is 

estimated to contribute nearly 30% of the terrestrial missing carbon sink (Fig. 2.1b). Hence, in 

an attempt to balance the global CO2 budget, the significant role of the carbon sink flux should 

be reconsidered in global carbon cycle model.  

Growing evidence suggests that the DIC flux is increasing in response to climate and land-use 

dynamics (Raymond et al, 2008; Zeng et al, 2017; Macpherson et al 2019), and these two factors 

are thought to change significantly in the future. Therefore, if the behavior of the DIC flux 

response to these environmental perturbations could be identified, the contribution and the role 

of this is carbon sink for the future carbon cycle can be estimated.  
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On the other hand, recent studies also unveil that human land-use activities may control the 

magnitude of aquatic organic carbon production in carbonate terrain (Jiang et al, 2013; Yang et 

al, 2015; Chen et al, 2017). A strong DIC fertilization effect induced by carbonate weathering 

is detected in surface-water ecosystems, and this extra carbon input could be managed by 

human land-use activities (Chen et al, 2017). Therefore, future anthropogenic land-use 

strategies can be applied as a CO2(atm) sink through additional carbonate weathering.  

 

 
Fig. 2.1. (a) Conceptual diagram showing the carbonate-weathering carbon cycle and the 

evolution of the carbonate weathering-related carbon sink. (b) Conceptual model of the 

carbonate weathering-related carbon sink formation by coupled the aquatic biochemical 

processes (Liu et al, 2010). Notes: DIC is the dissolved inorganic carbon producing by 

chemical weathering of carbonates on land surface or soil-rock interface; Q is the runoff 
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through the land surface; AOC is the concentration of autochthonous organic carbon in the 

surface water system transformed from DIC by aquatic phototrophs photosynthesis, and OC 

is the sedimentary organic carbon flux in the oceans. 

 

2.2. Global carbonate weathering carbon-sink flux (CCSF) 

 

The concentration of HCO3
- as carbonate weathering products, which serves as a proxy for the 

carbon sink intensity, is a key topic of this thesis. In previous studies, numerous approaches 

were applied to evaluate the carbonate dissolution intensity and the concentration of HCO3
-: 

• A common method is to place standard test tablets of calcite into the different soil layers 

for climatic regions and to measure the weight loss of tablets (e.g. Gabrovsek 2009; 

Hattanji et al, 2014). However, the secondary carbonate sedimentation and minor 

carbonate minerals in soils may conceal the real value by this means.  

• A more accurate approach is a theoretical model of the dissolution kinetics in the 

carbonate system, using the diffusion boundary-layer theory (DBL). However, this 

method requires a detailed geological and geochemical background of the study site (e.g. 

Dreybrodt et al, 1996). Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the carbonate-weathering 

intensity in a global context.  

• Another approach uses a large amount of global river hydro-chemical data to construct 

an empirical model for bicarbonate concentration. For instance, the Global Erosion 

Model for CO2 flux (GM-CO2) defines a relation between runoff and rock-weathering 

rate for different rock types (Amiotte-Suchet and Probst, 1995). Yet, this model applies 

fixed coefficients to evaluate the rocks weathering intensity while neglecting the 

impacts from other environmental drivers except water flow. 

To eliminate the disadvantages of the above-mentioned models for evaluating the carbonate 

weathering intensity on a global scale, Gombert (2020) first introduced a theoretical approach 

that assumes the dissolution rate will reach an optimized level (Maximal Potential Dissolution, 

MPD). Then, the carbonate weathering intensity can be simply calculated, if temperature and 

soil-pCO2 are known. The following outline summarises the calculation. 

CCSF 

The carbonate-weathering carbon-sink flux CCSF [g/m2/s] is defined as (e.g. Liu et al., 2010): 

𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐹 =
𝑄
𝐴 𝑛𝑚:[𝐷𝐼𝐶] 

(2.4) 
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with 𝑞 [m3/s] the discharge, 𝐴 [m2] the catchment area, [𝐷𝐼𝐶] [mol/ m3] the concentration of 

dissolved inorganic carbon, 𝑛  a dimensional partioning coefficient, which is 𝑛 = 0.5  for 

limestone of dolostone weathering (only half of the carbon is of atmospheric origin), and 𝑛 =

1 for silicate weathering (all carbon is of atmospheric origin), and 𝑚: [g/mol] the molar mass 

(12 g/mol for carbon). 

We need to address both runoff and chemistry next. 

Runoff 

We derive runoff 𝑁 [m/s] from satellite-based data sets, and then use 

𝑁 =
𝑄
𝐴 

(2.5) 

 

to account for runoff when calculating CCSF. 

DIC 

The concentration of the dissolved inorganic carbon, [𝐷𝐼𝐶], is the sum of the concentrations of 

carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, bicarbonate, and carbonate: 

[DIC] = [COF] + [HFCOG] + [HCOGH] + [COGFH] (2.6) 

 

For a wide range of pH values, the different contributions are often summarized as Bjerrum 

plot (Fig. 2.2). 

	

Fig. 2.2: Contribution of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) as a function of pH (Bjerrum 

plot). 
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For the pH range between 6 and 8 (most natural water systems), bicarbonate dominates. Thus 

we can safely assume that the relation 

[DIC] ≃ [HCOGH] (2.7) 

 

holds, and that the majority of DIC is represented by bicarbonates. 

We use the electro-neutrality relation: 

[𝐻K] + [𝑁𝑎K] + [𝐾K] + 2[𝐶𝑎FK] + 2[𝑀𝑔FK]
= [𝐶𝑙H] + 2[𝑆𝑂RFH] + [𝑁𝑂GH] + [𝐻𝐶𝑂GH] + 2[𝐶𝑂GFH] + [𝑂𝐻H]

 
(2.8) 

 

and solve it for the calcium concentration in the pH range 𝑝𝐻 ∈ [6.5,8.5]: 

2[CaFK] = [HCOGH] + 𝑅𝑏 (2.9) 

 

with 𝑅𝑏 the reduced alkalinity. If we assume that 𝑅𝑏 is small is relation to bicarbonate then 

2[CaFK] = [HCOGH] (2.10) 

 

holds. We then can relate the DIC concentration directly to the calcium concentration: 

[DIC] = 2[CaFK] (2.11) 

 

Calcium concentration 

We now follow the MPD approach and assume that the calcium concentration can be derived 

from the calcium equilibrium concentration, which for given temperature 𝑇 [oC] and soil-pCO2 

pressure can be approximated, to excellent accuracy, by (e.g. Dreybrodt, 1988): 

[CaFK][\G =
𝐾](𝑇)𝐾^(𝑇)𝐾_(𝑇)
4𝐾F(𝑇)𝛾^bcd𝛾_^efg

F 𝑝𝐶𝑂F 
(2.12) 

 

with 𝐾_(𝑇) the equilibrium constant for the dissolution of atmospheric carbon dioxide into 

water (Henri constant), 𝐾h(𝑇) the equilibrium constant for the reaction of water and carbon 

dioxide to carbonic acid, 𝐾](𝑇) and 𝐾F(𝑇) the equilibrium constants for the dissociation of 

carbonic acid into bicarbonate, carbonate, and hydrogen, 𝐾^(𝑇) the equilibrium constant for 

dissolved calcite, 𝛾^bcd and 𝛾_^efg the activity coefficients for calcium and bicarbonate, and 

𝑝𝐶𝑂F [atm] the soil carbon-dioxide partial pressure. 
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The calcium equilibrium concentration as a function of soil-pCO2 and temperature is shown in 

Fig. 2.3. As temperature rises, the calcium equilibrium concentration decreases, if the pCO2 is 

a constant. Yet, in nature with vegetation cover, the soil pCO2 produced by root zone will 

rapidly increase in low temperature zone and then reaches a maximum between 15-20oC. 

Thus, the calcium equilibrium concentration will vary non-linearly as a function of 

temperature (red, Fig 2.3a). Additionally, as the equilibrium concentration and temperature 

increase, the effect of each mole of pCO2 for extra carbonate dissolution will be strongly 

constrained (Fig 2.3b).  
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Fig. 2.3: (a) Calcium equilibrium concentration as a function of soil- pCO2 for three different 

temperatures, (b) Calcium equilibrium concentration as a function of temperature for three 

different pCO2 concentrations. 

 
2.3. Soil carbon-dioxide concentration 

 

In this thesis, three ecologically-based soil-pCO2 models are integrated into the carbonate 

equilibrium equation (MPD). These soil-pCO2 models are based on a series of satellite-based 

data, e.g. global temperature (𝑇), net primary production (𝑁𝑃𝑃), soil volumetric water content 

(𝑆𝑊𝐶), and evapo-transpiration (𝐸𝑇). This section provides more details about the approaches 

and data used. 

ET-soil- pCO2 

The first soil-pCO2 model that has been applied to calculate the global carbonate-weathering 

intensity has been introduced by Gombert (2020) and Gailardet et al. (2019). This study 

employed an empirical model that parameterized soil-pCO2 by only using temperature or 

evapotranspiration (𝑇, Gailardet et al. (2019); ET, Brook et al, 1983). The ET-soil-pCO2 model 

is based by soil-pCO2 data from 19 monitoring sites worldwide, resulting in the closed-form 

soil-pCO2 function (see Fig. 2.4): 

log𝑝𝐶𝑂F(nopq) = log𝑝𝐶𝑂F(brs) +
1.5

0.75 + 𝑒Hh.]Fv
 

(2.13) 

 

Here, 𝑝𝐶𝑂Fbrs = 0.0004  atm is used for atmospheric pCO2, T is in ℃, and the resulting 

𝑝𝐶𝑂Fnopq in atm. 

This method has limitations for evaluating the soil-pCO2 values in arid/semi-arid or desert 

regions, because some areas have a high evapotranspiration (even higher than precipitation), 

but only a small proportion can contribute to ecosystem productivity as well as soil respiration. 

In order to improve the quality of this estimation for better comparing with other model 

outcomes, a high-resolution satellite-based ET data set is employed to increase the data quality. 

MOD17A3 is NASA’s annual 500m MODIS ET data, which is originally based on the Penman-

Monteith equation. But it uses the daily meteorological re-analysis data and 8-days remotely 

sensed vegetation property dynamics from MODIS as input. This data incorporates the 

biological factors that yet have not been considered by previous studies. Therefore, this ET 

product is applied in second study (chapter 4), although the impacts of non-biological ET still 

cannot be fully excluded for some arid region. 
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NPP-soil- pCO2 

The second soil-pCO2 model is a process-based model, introduced by Gwiazda and Broecker 

(1993) and Goddéris (2010). This model assumes that CO2 diffuses within the soil layers. In 

order to acquire the full pCO2 profile, a power function is used to solve the complete CO2 

diffusion equation. The soil-pCO2 value at the average root depth (80cm) is set to 

approximately 75% of the ecosystem net primary production (NPP). Below, soil-pCO2 

becomes constant. Thus, soil-pCO2 can be expressed as a function of atmospheric CO2 

concentration, temperature, and NPP. 

The original soil-pCO2 relation from Gwiazda and Broecker (1993) has been simplified by 

Gaillardet (2019) and reads (see Fig. 2.4): 

𝑝𝐶𝑂F(nopq) = 𝑝𝐶𝑂F(brs) +
𝐴 ∙ 0.75 ∙ 𝑁𝑃𝑃
(𝑇 + 273.16)F

 
(2.14) 

 

with the net primary production can be derived from 

𝑁𝑃𝑃 =
3000

1 + 𝑒(].G]xHh.]]yv)
 (2.15) 

 

Here, 𝑇 is given in oC, NPP in g/m2/yr, and the empirical constant 𝐴 = 1.03×10{ is often used. 

Both 𝑝𝐶𝑂Fbrs = 400 ppm and the resulting 𝑝𝐶𝑂Fnopq are in ppm. 

This simplified version NPP-soil-pCO2 (eq 2.14) and a series of satellite-based global NPP 

products MOD16 are used in chapter 4. MOD16A3 is NASA’s annual 500m MODIS NPP data. 

The data is based on the empirical relation between NPP with absorbed photo-synthetically 

active radiation (APAR). 

SWC-soil-pCO2 

Romero-Mujalli (2018a) constructed an empirical model by fitting the water pCO2 data taken 

from 26 publications with a nonlinear polynomial. This approach is a reverse-process method 

that predicts the soil-pCO2 by using two parameters, temperature, and soil-water volumetric 

content (SWC). In this model, the soil-pCO2 is described as a bell-shaped curve related to 

temperature. SWC acts as limitation factor which determines the threshold of ecosystem CO2 

production ability (see Fig. 2.4): 

log𝑝𝐶𝑂F(nopq) = log𝑝𝐶𝑂F(brs) +
𝑒(|}~H

|c
~ )

𝑏G + 𝑒|�v
 

(2.16) 
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Here, 𝑇 is given in ℃, 𝜃 is the soil-volumetic water content in m3/ m3, 𝑝𝐶𝑂Fbrs = 0.0004 atm 

and the resulting 𝑝𝐶𝑂Fnopq is also in atm. The constants are 𝑏] = −3, 𝑏F = 0.25, 𝑏G = 0.09, and 

𝑏R = −0.34. 

  
Fig. 2.4: Different soil-pCO2 models as a function of temperature. ET- pCO2-green, NPP- 

pCO2-blue, SWC- pCO2-red. 

 

2.4. Shawan test site 
 

In the third and fourth study (chapter 5 and chapter 6), data from the karst simulation test site 

Shawan in southwestern China are used to discuss the impact of human land-use strategies on 

CCSF and the BCP effect. The field test site simulates the basic hydrochemical and biochemical 

processes that control the carbonate-weathering carbon-sink evolution by using an artificial 

spring-pond system.  

The Shawan karst test site (26°14′-26°15′, 105°42′-105°43′) is located in the Puding 

comprehensive karst research and experimental station in Guizhou, China. The field experiment 

intents to trace the evolution pathway of a carbon sink on karst terrain and estimates the impact 

of human land use changes (Fig. 2.5a). As shown in Fig. 2.5b, five concrete tanks have been 

built and filled with broken limestone along the bottom. Each concrete tank is 20 m long, 5 m 

wide, and 3 m deep. In order to avoid the influence of possible concrete erosion on the tank 
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inside, the walls are covered with epoxy resin. A 50 cm thick soil layer is then filled above the 

rock layer, while one tank is left without soil cover to mimic bare-land cover. The remaining 

three tanks are planted with grass (Alfalfa), shrub (Roxburgh roses), and crop (corn), 

respectively (Fig. 2.5b). A hole at the bottom is used to capture drainage from each, thus 

simulating a karst spring. The holes are connected to five artificial ponds that are planted with 

flourished algae (the algae are collected from a nearby karst river), as shown in Fig. 2.5c. These 

spring-fed ponds simulate five typical inland-water systems, which are controlled by different 

land use types. 

The unique advantage of this simulation test site is having strictly controlled boundaries 

conditions and a clear separation between each tank. By running a three-year water balance 

experiment within each tank, chapter 5 extends the ET equation introduced by Zhang (2001) to 

five land-cover types and calculates global runoff pattern. In chapter 6, the diurnal and seasonal 

biogeochemistry measurements in five spring-fed ponds are conducted to detect the role of 

land-use strategies on BCP effect. 	

 
Fig 2.5: (a) The structure of the spring-pond system in Shawan karst simulation test site. 

Where DIC is the dissolved inorganic carbon; Q is the runoff; TOC is the total organic 

carbon; P is the precipitation and E is the evapotranspiration. (b) The simulated catchments 

(tanks) of different land use. Five land-use include bare rock land, bail soil land, cultivated 

land, grassland and shrub land (T1-T5). (c) Five corresponding spring-fed ponds connect 

with the tanks(S-P(1) - S-P(5)). 
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3. Comparisons of the effects of temperature, runoff, and land 
cover on carbonate weathering between different karst 
catchments: insight into the future global carbon cycle 

 

Abstract: 

This study compares and analyzes high-frequency hydrochemical data from three karst 
catchments in the mountainous Gadenalpe (GAC, Austrian Alps), Tsanfleuron-Sanetsch (TSC, 
Swiss Alps), and Banzhai (BZC, SW China) regions, to differentiate the effects of temperature, 
runoff, and land-cover on carbonate weathering. The results show that when bare rock 
dominates in the recharge area, as in the GAC and TSC, the seasonal discharge variations 
account for the most significant change in HCO3

-
  concentration. In these two alpine catchments, 

maximum HCO3
-
  concentrations occurred in the cold season when the areas were covered by 

snow and discharge was low, whereas minimum HCO3
-
  concentrations occurred in the warm 

season, when snowmelt and/or glacier melt caused higher discharge and dilution. In contrast, 
control by the strong seasonal variation in soil respiration in the subtropical catchment (BZC), 
caused by the well-developed forest cover, exceeded the negative impact of temperature on 
carbonate weathering. This led to higher HCO3

-
  concentration s during the summer growing 

season than in the winter dormant season. This study demonstrates that the occurrence of 
different soils/vegetation has a profound impact on the behavior of carbonate weathering on 
land, from negative temperature- and discharge-driven correlations in alpine catchments to 
positive soil CO2-driven correlation in subtropical catchments. 
Based on the equilibrium modeling of HCO3

-
  concentration for a global temperature range, it 

is predicted that under future global warming, karst regions in cold climates with vegetation 
cover will have increasingCO2 consumption potential, whereas karst regions in warm climates 
will have decreasing CO2 consumption potential. 
 
Published as: 

Zeng, S., Liu, Z., Goldscheider, N., Frank, S., Goeppert, N., Kaufmann, G., Zeng, G., Zeng. Q., 

Sun, H. (2021). Comparisons of the effects of temperature, runoff, and land cover on carbonate 

weathering between different karst catchments: insight into the future global carbon cycle. 

Hydrogeology Journal, 29, 331-345,  

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/s10040-020-02252-5 

 

Contribution of Sibo Zeng to article 

· Part of field investigation team in Gadenalpe catchment and spring water sample collection 

· Physicochemical data collection and preparation 

· Visualization, interpretation, and discussion of results 

· Writing all the sections of the article 
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4. Natural and anthropogenic driving forces of carbonate 
weathering carbon sink flux: a model comparison study at global 
scale 

 

Abstract: 

Continental weathering is a carbon-dioxide (CO2) sink in the global carbon cycle. The 
weathering process is driven by environmental factors such as changes in temperature, 
moisture, CO2 concentration, which can have natural (climate) or anthropogenic (land use) 
origins. In this paper, we attempt to evaluate the global applicability of different environmental 
drivers, which can be used to estimate the global carbonate dissolution intensity (bicarbonate 
concentration, HCO3

-, as a proxy) and carbon sink flux (CCSF). We use three ecological models 
and satellite-based databases, which provide estimates on soil CO2-concentrations (pCO2), 
temperature (T) and runoff (N). For all three models, we obtain similar global average HCO3

- 
concentrations and CCSF, ranging from 2.73-2.81 mmol L-1 and 4.52-5.36 t C km-2 yr-1. 
However, their spatial patterns differ significantly, depending on the database used.  
We compare our calculated HCO3

- concentrations to observed carbonate spring records, and 
we compare the contributions from both natural and anthropogenic driving forces on the global 
scale: Natural drivers dominate the carbonate weathering intensity (HCO3

-), where the 
ecosystem is dominated by a single land cover type. Antropogenically induced global land-use 
changes, however, alter the global HCO3

- distribution significantly. Furthermore, our 
simulation results indicate that the different water yield caused by land-use changes could be 
more significant for the total carbon-sink budget than dissolution intensity. The HCO3

- flux is 
statistically more dependent on the changes of water flow instead of solutes concentration. 
Accordingly, we stress that anthropogenic factors are as significant as natural climatic changes 
for the carbonate weathering process. 
 
Submitted as: 

Zeng, S. & Kaufmann, G. & Liu, Z. (2021). Natural and anthropogenic driving forces of 

carbonate weathering carbon sink flux: a model comparison study at global scale. Global 

Biogeochemical Cycles.  
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5. Sensitivity of the global carbonate weathering-related carbon 
sink flux to future climate and land-use changes 

 

Abstract: 

The response of carbonate weathering carbon-sink flux (CCSF) to its environmental drivers 
is still not well understood on the global scale. This hinders understanding of the terrestrial 
carbon cycle. Here, we show that there is likely to be a widespread and consistent increase in 
the global CCSF (ranging from + 9.8% (RCP4.5) to + 17.1% (RCP8.5)) over the period 1950–
2100. In the coming years the increasing temperature might be expected to have a negative 
impact on carbonate weathering. However, the increasing rainfall and anticipated land-use 
changes will counteract this, leading to a greater CCSF. This finding has been obtained by using 
long-term historical (1950–2005) and modeled future (2006–2100) data for two scenarios 
(RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) for climate and land-use change in our CCSF equilibrium model. This 
study stresses the potential role that carbonate weathering may play in the evolution of the 
global carbon cycle over this century. 
 

Published as: 

Zeng, S. & Liu, Z. & Kaufmann, G. (2019). Sensitivity of the global carbonate weathering-

related carbon sink flux to future climate and land-use changes. Nature Communications, 10, 

5749.  

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-13772-4 
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6. Seasonal and diurnal variations in DIC, NO3
- and TOC 

concentration in spring-pond ecosystem under different land-
uses: Carbon limitation of aquatic photosynthesis 

 

Abstract: 

Human activities have altered terrestrial carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) dynamics via changes to 
land cover and use such as deforestation, agriculture, application of fertilizers, etc. and have 
influenced the patterns of organic C input and eutrophication in downstream freshwater 
ecosystems. Biogeochemical cycling of C and N and the related organic carbon (OC) 
production may display correlated diurnal and seasonal variations due to photosynthesis and 
respiration in these ecosystems, whose underlying mechanisms still need to be resolved. In this 
study, we document the diurnal and seasonal variations measured in DIC (dissolved inorganic 
carbon), NO3−, TOC (total organic carbon) and other related hydrochemical parameters (pH 
and DO-dissolved oxygen) in five artificial spring-pond ecosystems with differing land-uses in 
tanks draining into springs and corresponding ponds, constructed at the Shawan Karst Test Site, 
SW China. It was found that diurnal changes in DIC, NO3− and TOC in all ponds were 
dominated by aquatic ecosystem metabolism (i.e., photosynthesis and respiration), as evidenced 
by the pertinent variations in DO and pH. Daily DIC and NO3− uptake and OC production were 
higher in October (growing period) and lower in January (dormant period), indicating seasonal 
differences in assimilation that were determined by both changes in weather (temperature and 
light) and nutrient inputs. Under conditions of bare rock or bare soil, there was very low DIC 
and NO3− additions to the spring-pond ecosystems, resulting in lower OC productivity in the 
ponds. Cropped land yielded higher DIC and NO3− to the pond, due to growth of corn and use 
of fertilizers that enhanced OC production. Highest productivity and densest vegetation cover 
on tanks with grassland or shrubs (with higher N retention in soils) resulted in higher DIC but 
limited NO3− addition to the ecosystems downstream. The highest DIC concentration (in the 
grassland) resulted in maximum OC production in the pond. These results indicate that OC 
production in the ponds with elevated pH was limited by DIC fertilization. In general, the 
supply of DIC is not considered to limit aquatic primary productivity because its concentration 
exceeds that of other plant macronutrients such as NO3 and PO43− by two or three orders of 
magnitude. Therefore, the carbon limitation detected here may indicate that photoautotrophs in 
karst dominated aquatic terrains (dominated by Charophyta and Spirogyra) cannot use the total 
DIC for photo-synthesis but only the dissolved CO2, which comprises < 1% of total DIC at pH 
> 8.2 that is characteristic in these environments. This may have implications for control of 
eutrophication in such alkaline aquatic ecosystems, i.e., rates of eutrophication in freshwater 
ecosystems may be regulated not only by N and/or P but also by C. It is also projected that there 
will be an increase in OC sequestration with the current land-use and global climate change-
driven increases in DIC, due to carbon limitation of aquatic primary production. 
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7. Conclusions and Outlook 
 

The main focus of this thesis is a characterization of the behavior and the variation of 

carbonate-weathering carbon-sinks under global natural and anthropogenic perturbations, 

based on field observations and model simulations. We have achieved this task with four 

steps: 

1. We have conducted a comparison study among three different typical karst catchments 

to discuss the behavior of carbonate-weathering carbon-sink flux under different 

climatic and land-cover conditions.  

2. We used three ecologically-based soil pCO2 models and a potential maximum carbonate 

dissolution equation to detect the optimal environmental parameter for estimating global 

HCO3
- and the related carbon sink flux.  

3. After comparing the accuracy of different pCO2 models, a new mixed-effect model 

which combined both climatic and anthropogenic drivers is constructed to simulate the 

historical and future change of carbonate-weathering carbon-sink flux.  

4. The impact of human land-use strategies on terrestrial aquatic carbon-pump effect 

coupled by carbonate weathering is quantified based on the evidence from an artificial 

karst simulation test site.  

High-resolution field measurements, simulation test experiments, meteorological interpolation 

data and satellite-based land surface data are the main data source throughout the four studies. 

By using these data, four consecutive studies systematically describe how carbonate-

weathering carbon-sink flux evolves in a dynamic earth system and how this carbon removal 

mechanism impacts on the present and future global carbon cycle.  

In the introduction, we derived four questions, which this thesis attempts to answer: 

 

• Question 1: How do temperature, runoff and land cover control the carbonate 

weathering behaviour and related carbon sink flux? 

In order to answer the first question, the first article compares a two-year high-resolution hydro-

chemical measurement from three typical carbonate-dominant catchments, which have 

distinctive environmental backgrounds. By comparing their long-term hydro-chemical 

measurements, the impacts of temperature, runoff and land-cover on carbonate-weathering 

carbon-sink flux are well quantified and discussed. The results of this study show that in two 

alpine carbonate catchments with a low proportion of vegetation and seasonal snow cover, the 
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variation of HCO3
- concentrations are mainly controlled by air temperature and water flow. The 

HCO3
- concentrations in two high-alpine catchments are higher in drier freezing season. As the 

glaciers thaw in the warm season, the increasing water flow decreases the concentration of 

HCO3
-, yet this amplified discharge increases the total alkalinity flux. Hourly temperature 

fluctuation rules the diurnal variation of HCO3
- in high alpine catchments (mostly dominated 

by bare rock), showing a primary control of temperature when vegetation is missing.  

By contrast, a different seasonal HCO3
- pattern is found in a forest-dominant subtropical 

catchment. Due to the active relation between temperature and forest ecosystem respiration, the 

HCO3
- variation then presents an inverse seasonal pattern, when compared to alpine catchments. 

The HCO3
- is higher in the wet season and lower in the dry season. The strong soil pCO2 

produced by forest in the wet season (summer and autumn) promotes the carbonate dissolution, 

counteracting the negative impact caused by higher temperatures. The carbonate weathering 

intensity (HCO3
-) in the forest-dominant subtropical catchment is 40%~60 higher than that of 

alpine catchments owing to the vegetation cover. Yet, after summing up the influence of total 

runoff, the two alpine catchments show a higher carbon-sink flux in comparison to the 

subtropical catchment, which is a result of the ice/snow water and the chemo-statistic behavior 

of weathering loads. The findings in these three catchments stress that the environmental 

background may strongly alter the carbonate weathering behavior and related carbon sink flux. 

 

• Question 2: Which models or parameter values can be better applied to estimate the 

carbonate-weathering intensity on a global scale?   

In the second study, three ecologically-based soil pCO2 models and a series of satellite-based 

products are applied to investigate the parameter space for the environmental drivers controlling 

HCO3
- and carbonate-weathering carbon-sink at the global scale. The results of the three models 

show similar global mean HCO3
- and CCSF, ranging from 2.73~2.81 mmol L-1 and 4.52~5.36 

t C km-2 yr-1. However, their spatial patterns differ significantly, depending on the database 

used (net primary production NPP, evapotranspiration ET and soil volumetric-water content 

SWC). The results for the net primary production based soil pCO2 model (NPP-pCO2) matches 

well with most globally observed carbonate-spring HCO3
- records. The general applicability of 

NPP-pCO2 can be attributed to the crucial role of land cover in controlling soil respiration in 

this model. Moreover, according to our model results, we find that natural drivers dominate the 

carbonate-weathering intensity (HCO3
-), where the ecosystem is dominated by a single land 

cover type. Antropogenically induced land-use changes, however, also alter the global HCO3
- 

distribution significantly. More importantly, the HCO3
- flux is statistically more dependent on 
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the changes of water flow instead of solute’s concentration due to the competing process 

between thermodynamics and soil respiration. Thus, this study suggests that anthropogenic 

factors are as significant as natural climatic changes for the carbonate weathering process.  

 

• Question 3: How does the carbonate-weathering related carbon sink response to 

future global changes? 

The results of our first two studies detect the behavior of HCO3
- and carbonate-weathering 

carbon-sink under different environmental conditions, but it still cannot answer the question of 

how this carbon-removal mechanism responds to future global change. Hence, in our third study, 

we constructed a new mixed-effects model to simulate the historical and future change of 

carbonate weathering carbon sink. This model adopts the optimal parameter NPP (which has 

been identified in our second study) to estimate soil pCO2, but using a modified version of the 

original NPP-based pCO2 model. We utilize the CMIP5 future projected meteorological data 

and land-use data to calculate NPP, pCO2 and runoff. This is the first attempt to simulate the 

long-term temporal and spatial variation of carbonate-weathering carbon-sink flux, which 

extends the study period to 150 years (1950-2100). The results show that there is likely to be a 

widespread and consistent increase in global carbonate-weathering carbon-sink flux (ranging 

from +9.8 % to +17.1 %) from 1950 to the end of this century. The greatest HCO3
- enhancement 

will occur in high latitudes, yet the carbon sink flux will increase the most in low latitudes. 

Generally, future warming climate will lead a HCO3
- decline globally. However, the increasing 

rainfall and anticipated land-use changes will counteract this, leading a greater carbon sink flux. 

The model simulations indicate that carbonate-weathering carbon-sink flux may response 

sensitively to global change. Therefore, we stress that this carbon sink should be considered 

into the future global carbon cycle model. This finding answers the third question in section 

1.3. 

 

• Question 4: What is the influence of different human land-use strategies on the 

terrestrial BCP effect in surface water system? 

The carbonate-weathering process captures atmospheric CO2 and transforms it to dissolved 

inorganic carbon (mostly HCO3
-), transported to inland waters. The aquatic phototrophs can 

utilize the weathering products for primary production via CCMs, thus forming a geological 

long-term carbon sink. Human activities are strongly involved in this aquatic biotic process by 

altering the nutrient inputs by different land-uses. The fourth study investigates the relation 

between DIC and NO3
- input with aquatic OC production (mainly TOC) in a karst simulation 
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test site in Southwest China. The results show that the diurnal and seasonal variations of aquatic 

DIC, NO3
- and TOC are controlled by the aquatic photosynthesis and respiration as evidenced 

by the pertinent variations in DO and pH. The total TOC exports are varying widely among 

spring-pond systems with different land uses, which can be related to different DIC and NO3
- 

input caused by different land-use scenarios. We found that the high DIC produced by 

grassland promotes the aquatic organic production, leading a high TOC export than bare rock 

land or bare soil land, although the NO3
- input is highly limited. This finding indicates that the 

BCP effect in elevated pH environment is limited by HCO3
- input. The rising DIC supply by 

carbonate-weathering counters the aquatic ecosystem carbon limitation. In karst terrains, 

carbon may become a limited nutrient if the aquatic photoautotrophs cannot efficiently utilize 

the total DIC. Thus, human land-use strategies could have a great potential for regulating the 

BCP effect in carbonate terrain.  

The four consecutive studies presented in this thesis provide a general overview on how 

carbonate-weathering carbon-sinks evolve and their responses to global change. According to 

our findings, we suggest that the carbon-dioxide removal mechanism could be a new direction 

for future carbon-cycle studies due to its great sensitivity to environmental perturbations. The 

evidence from field sites and the findings from models indicate that carbonate-weathering 

carbon-sink flux will experience a great enhancement in the future, especially in the areas with 

intense human impacts, although the weathering intensity may be constrained by the global 

warming trend. Future human land-use strategies could be applied to promote the HCO3
- flux 

through karst terrain, promoting the CO2 sequestration. This thesis is not only important to fully 

characterize the behavior and variations of carbonate-weathering carbon-sink under global 

change, but also provides the perspective of further research in this field. We suggest that 

improvements can be made regarding following aspects:  

 

• First, when estimating the carbon sink from cropland, the impacts from nitric acid and 

sulfuric acid need to be excluded, because the carbonate weathering caused by these 

acids generate no carbon sink. Instead, these two acids could lead to CO2 emission.  

• Second, the CCMs efficiency vary widely among different aquatic phototrophs species. 

To improve the BCP in karst aquatic water systems, the impacts of DIC fertilization for 

different species need be further detected in future study.  

• Third, we suggest that different CO2 emissions will determine future warming trends 

and the environmental perturbations they induce, so the responses of carbonate 

weathering may also vary widely. However, CO2 removal by deliberate land-use 
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practices may make it easier to understand and account for these uncertainties. 

Therefore, we stress that carbonate weathering enhancement by land-use changes is 

applicable which can potentially help mitigate the current climate trends. 
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Abstract24

Continental weathering is a carbon-dioxide (CO2) sink in the global carbon cycle. The25

weathering process is driven by environmental factors such as changes in temperature,26

moisture, CO2 concentration, which can have natural (climate) or anthropogenic (land use)27

origins. In this paper, we attempt to evaluate the global applicability of different28

environmental drivers, which can be used to estimate the global carbonate dissolution29

intensity (bicarbonate concentration, [HCO3-], as a proxy) and carbon sink flux (CCSF). We30

use three ecological models and satellite-based databases, which provide estimates on soil31

CO2-concentrations (pCO2). By using three different pCO2models, global temperature (T) and32

runoff (N), we obtain similar global average HCO3- concentrations and CCSF, ranging from33

2.73-2.81 mmol L-1 and 4.52-5.36 t C km-2 yr-1. However, their spatial patterns differ34

significantly, depending on the database used.35

We compare our calculated HCO3- concentrations to observed carbonate spring records, and36

we compare the contributions from both natural and anthropogenic driving forces on the37

global scale: Natural drivers dominate the carbonate weathering intensity (HCO3-), where the38

ecosystem is dominated by a single land cover type. Antropogenically induced global39

land-use changes, however, alter the global HCO3- distribution significantly. Furthermore, our40

simulation results indicate that the different water yield caused by land-use changes could be41

more significant for the total carbon-sink budget than dissolution intensity. The HCO3- flux is42

statistically more dependent on the changes of water flow instead of solute’s concentration43

due to the competing process between thermodynamics and soil respiration. Accordingly, we44

stress that anthropogenic factors are as significant as natural climatic changes for the45

carbonate weathering process.46

47

Key words: Carbonate weathering; Climate change; Land use; Soil pCO2, Carbon cycle48
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1. Introduction49

50

The responses of continental weathering processes to natural changes in the51

climate-system and anthropogenic activities are highly uncertain, impeding the scientific52

community to evaluate the global carbon budget correctly. Carbonate rock is the largest53

carbon reservoir on the Earth’s surface and covers nearly 15.2% of the global ice-free54

continental surface, according to latest global classification by Goldscheider et al. (2020). In55

addition, carbonate minerals are also frequently found in the soil on non-karst terrains (Adams56

and Post. 1999; Ford and Williams. 2007). On a global scale, carbonate weathering57

contributes 50-60% of dissolved loads in terrestrial waters (Gaillardet et al., 1999). The58

HCO3- flux produced by this weathering process is an important component of the terrestrial59

carbon cycle (Gombert 2002; Liu et al 2010; Raymond and Hamilton., 2018; Gaillardet et al.,60

2019). The influx of HCO3- to inland waters can accelerate the aquatic photosynthesis (Liu et61

al., 2010; Yang et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017), and the submerged plants and plankton can62

convert the carbonate weathering-formed dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) to organic matters,63

thus resulting in a long-term carbon sink (Liu et al., 2011). Meanwhile, the changed HCO3-64

may alter the species composition of freshwater plant communities (Iversen et al, 2019).65

Moreover, the increasing bicarbonate flux (or alkalinity flux) to the oceans could buffer the66

pH, thus averting ocean acidification (Hartmann et al., 2013). Therefore, the abiotic or biotic67

processes involved in carbonate weathering may not only influence the global carbon cycle68

but also change the freshwater or marine environment.69

The previous estimation of the global total carbon sink generated by carbonate weathering70

is nearly 0.7 Gt C yr-1, accounting for nearly 25% of the terrestrial carbon sink (Liu et al.,71

2010, 2018). The amount of this carbon sink is robust, yet it has received little attention by72
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biogeochemists. In addition, the variation of carbonate weathering intensity is strongly73

affected by the environmental perturbations due to its rapid dissolution kinetics, which is74

10-20 times faster than those of silicate (Meybeck 1986; Liu et al., 2011). Recently, a75

growing number of studies show that the carbonate weathering process is accelerating owing76

to contemporary climate and land-use change (Raymond et al., 2008; Drake et al., 2018;77

Macpherson et al., 2019). The fast responses and the strong environmental sensitivity of78

carbonate weathering to global change has been thought to have a great potential for79

mitigating global warming (Zeng et al., 2019).80

We first introduce the carbon-sink flux CCSF [t/km2/yr] as (e.g. Liu et al., 2010, 2018):81

���� = ����[���3
−] (1)

with N [m/yr] runoff, [HCO3-] [mmol/L] the bicarbonate concentration, mr [g/mol] the molar82

mass of carbon. The partitioning factor n is 1 for silicate weathering, and 0.5 for limestone or83

dolomite weathering, as in the latter case one part of ���3
− is from atmospheric CO2 and the84

other part from limestone (CaCO3) or dolostone (CaMg(CO3)2). The total amount of CCSF is85

subsequently controlled by the runoff and the HCO3- concentration in (Eq.1).86

Note that the bicarbonate concentration in (Eq.1) represents more than 90% of the dissolved87

inorganic carbon (DIC) for pH-values around 7-9, valid for the global budget.88

From (Eq.1), it is clear that both the runoff N and the bicarbonate concentration [HCO3-]89

depend on climatic parameter values, and both natural and anthropogenic causes. Thus, we90

need to know more about these dependencies.91

The chemical reaction of carbonate weathering can be expressed as follows:92

CaxMa1−xCO3 + CO2 + H2O ��� xCa2+ + (1 − x)Mg2+ + 2HCO3− (2)

with � ∈ [0,1] in (Eq.2) the partitioning coefficient between calcium (Ca2+) and magnesium93

(Mg2+), and the species carbon-dioxide CO2, water H2O, and carbonate and bicarbonate, CO32-94

and HCO3-, respectively.95

The equilibrium concentration of HCO3- in (Eq.1), driven by the reaction (Eq.2), is96
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controlled by the temperature-dependent reaction constants K1, KC, KH, and K2, with T [oC]97

temperature, and the partial pressure of CO2, pCO2 [atm] at the water-rock interface98

(atmosphere or soil) and the carbonate rock types (limestone or dolomite). For limestone, a99

cubic relation (e.g. Dreybrodt, 1988)100

[���3
−]��3 = 2�1(�)��(�)��(�)

�2(�)���2+����3
−2 ���2 (3)

for the equilibrium concentration of bicarbonate holds, and γCa2+ and γHCO3- are the activity101

coefficients for calcium and bicarbonate, respectively.102

We have seen that both temperature and carbon-dioxide concentration in the soil are103

fundamental parameters for carbonate dissolution (Eq.3), and runoff is additionally needed to104

calculate CCSF (Eq.1).105

Global temperature variations have been well documented and quantified by the scientific106

community in the past decades. Yet, the knowledge of the pCO2 in global soils is less well107

constrained so far. In order to estimate the soil pCO2 at rock-soil interface, previous studies108

included natural or anthropogenic factors into process-based or empirical models. These109

models use parameters such as evapotranspiration ET (Brook et al., 1983), net primary110

productivity NPP (Gwiazda and Broecker., 1994; Goddéris et al., 2010) and soil volumetric111

water content (Romero-Mujalli et al., 2019) to estimate the soil pCO2 and thus carbonate112

dissolution intensity. However, there are still no comparative studies systematically to discuss113

the applicability and accuracy of these models for evaluating the HCO3- concentration on the114

global scale. More importantly, natural and anthropogenic climate drivers are coupled in115

nature, altering the soil respiration as well as carbonate weathering intensity (Beaulieu et al.,116

2012; Chen et al., 2016). Yet, some of previous models only consider natural climate drivers117

but ignore the anthropogenic factors. Thus, a new comparison study is needed to evaluate the118

importance of both natural and anthropogenic climate changes on the global carbonate119

weathering process. Furthermore, the past studies are mainly focusing on how the bicarbonate120
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has been generated. However, to quantify the weathering related carbon-sink flux needs to121

synchronously account for changes of water flow (Eq.1). Water balance is also affected by122

both natural and anthropogenic factors. Therefore, in order to capture the fate of carbonate123

weathering related carbon-sink flux under different future global-change scenarios, the124

mechanisms of how carbon-sink formation and carbon transport needs to be further125

investigated.126

In this paper, we use three soil pCO2 models and the carbonate equilibrium equation to127

evaluate the HCO3- concentration and CCSF at global scale and compare these model results128

against actual HCO3- observations of global carbonate springs. In a previous study (Zeng et al.,129

2019), we constructed a mixed-effects model of natural and anthropogenic climatic changes,130

based on different land-use fractions and empirical models to simulate HCO3- and CCSF for a131

long-term period. In order to improve the result of our previous model, we use a series of132

satellite-based land-surface parameters, and maps of global temperature and runoff based on133

observed data. Our main aims are:134

(1) Detection of optimal parameters for evaluating the carbonate dissolution intensity on135

the global scale.136

(2) Determination of the role of natural and anthropogenic factors for carbonate137

weathering process.138

(3) Prediction of the potential future hot-spot areas of CCSF.139

We believe this work will help to better understand the fate of carbonate weathering in140

the global carbon cycle and judge future land-use policies.141

142

143
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2.Methods144

145

In order to evaluate the global carbonate dissolution intensity and related carbon sink flux146

with a higher resolution and accuracy, we need improve estimates of bicarbonate147

concentration [HCO3-]. As the bicarbonate concentration depends on surface temperature T148

and carbon-dioxide concentration pCO2, we need estimates for these two parameter values,149

too. The carbon-dioxide concentration is mainly controlled by soil respiration and soil150

properties, and we therefore use three different ecological models, based on net primary151

production NPP (Gaillardet et al., 2019), evapotranspiration ET (Brook et al., 1983) and152

soil-water content SWC (Romero-Mujalli et al., 2019).153

We use remote-sensing products for NPP, ET and SWC, and improved runoff and154

temperature data based on global terrestrial observations. In addition, we use a new carbonate155

rocks map to better present the global distribution of HCO3- and CCSF. Finally, we use a156

global map of land-cover categories.157

158

2.1. New world karst aquifer map159

In order to extract the carbonate weathering intensity in global carbonate rock area, we use the160

new world karst aquifer map (WOKAM, Fig. 1a). This map provides global coverage of161

carbonate rocks, but it does not include the covered carbonate rock types by other strata (Chen162

et al., 2017; Goldscheider et al., 2020). The major carbonate rock types in the natural163

environment consist chiefly of limestone (CaCO3) and dolostone (CaMg(CO3)2). Due to the164

uncertainties of precisely distinguishing limestone from globally less common dolostone in165

the geological map, we calculated carbonate weathering intensity by assuming that all166

carbonates are mainly calcite.167

All of the following data sets are mapped onto the karst outcrop map.168
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169

2.2.T, NPP, SWC, ET170

171

The following databases were used to derive global parameter maps:172

 Temperature T (Fig. 1b)173

Climatic Research Unit TS database (CRU TS) provided a globally land-only monthly174

time series of commonly used surface climate variables175

(https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/cru_ts_4.02/). The temperature during176

2000-2014 were used in this study for calculating soil pCO2, HCO3-.177

 Net primary production NPP and evapo-transpiration ET (Figs. 1c and 1d)178

The latest MODIS products provided the high-resolution NPP and ET data. The NPP179

and ET were calculated by the annual mean values of MOD16 and MOD17 data180

during the period 2000-2014 (the version edited by Numerical Terradynamic181

Simulation Group, University of Montana, https://www.ntsg.umt.edu/project/modis/).182

The original MODS NPP has been changed to the unit of amount of organic matter in183

g of dry matter/m2. We use these satellite-based data resources to estimate the global184

soil pCO2 by using NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2.185

 Soil-water content SWC (Fig. 1e)186

The ESA soil moisture database (ESA CCI SM v04.2) provided high-resolution soil187

volumetric water content (SWC) data (https://esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/). The annually188

averaged SWC between 2000-2014 is used in (6).189

 Runoff N (Fig. 1f)190

The Long-term (circa year 2000) Composite Runoff V1.0 database published by191

Fekete et al (2002) was used for global runoff maps.192

193
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194

2.3. Carbonate weathering intensity195

196

To estimate the bicarbonate concentration [HCO3-] produced by carbonate weathering, we197

assume that the actual bicarbonate concentration [HCO3-] is equal to the equilibrium198

bicarbonate concentration [���3
−]�� . Thus our estimate is an upper bound on the CCSF. We199

also assume that the global HCO3- signature is mostly generated by limestone dissolution,200

thus (3) holds.201

202

2.4. Soil pCO2203

204

Soil pCO2 is a key parameter for carbonate dissolution. In previous studies, soil pCO2 was205

estimated by abiotic or biotic changes, including temperature (T), evapotranspiration (ET), net206

primary production (NPP) and soil volumetric water content (SWC) (Gwiazada and Broecker207

et al., 1994; Goddéris et al., 2010; Brook et al., 1983; Romero-Mujalli et al., 2019; Gaillardet208

et al., 2019). In order to compare the differences in soil pCO2 models, we calculate209

bicarbonate concentration and carbon-sink flux based on all three models on the global scale,210

and we compare our modelling results with global carbonate spring data. Their detailed211

methods were listed as follows:212

(1) NPP-based soil pCO2 (NPP-pCO2) was first introduced by Gwiazda and Broecker213

(1993), and been simplified to a new form in Gaillardet et al. (2019). This is a214

semi-mechanistic model which calculates the pCO2 profile across soil layers. The soil pCO2215

under the deepest roots [g C m2 yr−1] is set to 75% of the net primary production (NPP). Soil216
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pCO2 can then be expressed as a function of atmospheric CO2 concentration, temperature T,217

and net primary production NPP:218

2 Soil 2( ) 2

0.75
atm

A NPPpCO pCO
T

 
 （ ）

(4)

where A = 1.03×106, a conversion unit constant, pCO2atm is the atmospheric CO2 pressure219

[ppmv], NPP in grams of dry matter per square meter per year [g m-2 yr-1], T the surface220

temperature [K] and pCO2(soil) is the maximum CO2 pressure reached below the root zone221

[ppmv].222

(2) ET-based pCO2 (ET-pCO2) was first introduced by Brook et al. (1983). This223

model only depends on one parameter, the mean annual evapotranspiration ET [m/s]. This is224

an empirical model constructed by the world soil pCO2 data of different soil depth from 19225

monitoring sites:226

)1(09.2loglog 00172.0
)(2)(2

ET
atmSoil epCOpCO  (5)

where pCO2(atm) is the atmospheric CO2 concentration [ppmv].227

(3) Soil-water content based pCO2 model (SWC-pCO2) was introduced by228

Romero-Mujalli et al. (2019). This model was derived from global spring water pCO2 data229

from 26 publications. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was applied to establish a relation230

between soil-water pCO2 and temperature T, while soil-water content was added as a fixed231

level factor. The equation is shown as follow:232

)09.0(

)25.03(
loglog 34.0)(2)(2 TatmSoil e

e
pCOpCO 


 


(6)

where T is temperature [℃], and θ the soil volumetric water content [m3m-3]. The log233

pCO2(atm) here is fixed to -3.4, close to the current atmospheric CO2 concentration.234

235
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236
Fig. 1. Maps of input parameter values. (a) global carbonate rock outcrop map extracted from WOKAM , (b)237

CRU TS annual mean temperature (2000-2014), (c) MODIS MOD16 net primary production (2000-2014), (d)238

MODIS MOD17 evapotranspiration (2000-2014), (e) ESA CCI SM v04.2 soil volumetric water content239

(2000-2014), (f) global runoff driven from Composite Runoff V1.0 database. For details see text.240

241

2.5. IGBP Land cover categories242

We finally introduce land-use categories to compare the performance of each model on243

different global biomes. We therefore reclassify the ISLSCP II MODIS (Collection 4) IGBP244

land cover database (https://daac.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/dsviewer.pl?ds_id=968) to three major245

land-use categories: forest, non-forest and bare land. The input parameters, calculated pCO2,246

[HCO3-], and CCSF will be compared for each land-use category to discuss the role of247

anthropogenic forces for the carbonate weathering process.248
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3. Results249

In this section, we derive results for the bicarbonate concentration and the carbon-sink flux250

from the data sets of the previous section.251

252

3.1.Spatial variations of soil pCO2, land use and soil-water content253

254

We first start to calculate the soil pCO2 variations, using eqs. 4, 5, and 6, and relate them to255

land-use categories and soil-water content. We emphasize the latitudinal variations here by256

averaging the globally calculated values over longitude.257

In Fig. 2a, the results for the three soil pCO2models are shown, with mean values of these258

models ranging from 5834 to 8909 ppmv. The three models generated result in two distinct259

global pCO2 patterns:260

Results based on the NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2 model exhibit a similar latitudinal pCO2261

pattern, with three pCO2 peaks occurring between 45°N~60°N, 0°~15°S, and 30°S~45°S,262

whereas the lowest soil pCO2 for these two models occurs at around 75°N, 30°N, and 30°S.263

This spatial pCO2 pattern is similar to the results shown in Zeng et al. (2019) (red pCO2 curve264

in Fig. 2a), which is based on the same NPP-pCO2 model, but a simpler parameterization of265

climatic and land-use database.266

Results for the SWC-pCO2 model exhibit a different spatial pattern, when compared to267

ET-pCO2 andNPP-pCO2 (grey line in Fig. 2a). The pCO2 rises gradually to a maximum value268

close to the tropics. The higher soil pCO2 values of SWC-pCO2 are mostly occurring between269

0°~15°S, higher than other model results. On the other hand, the SWC-pCO2 model270

demonstrates an extremely low pCO2 (close to atmospheric level) in the region higher than271

60°N, where the average temperature is lower than 0 ℃. Generally, the latitudinal variation272
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based on the SWC-pCO2 model resembles as a single-peak curve, while the NPP-pCO2 and273

ET-pCO2 based models show two peaks.274

In order to better understand the relationships between each soil pCO2 model and its275

environmental drivers, Fig. 2b summarizes the reclassified IGBP land-cover categories (land276

cover is a key factor for MODIS ET and NPP) fractions and ESA soil volumetric water277

content data. The forest-cover fraction shows a similar latitudinal pattern as the NPP-pCO2278

and ET-pCO2-based curves (compare to Fig. 2a). The soil volumetric water content (SWC in279

Fig. 2b) shares a similar spatial pattern with global forest fraction, but this cannot really280

match the SWC-pCO2.result in Fig. 1a, especially the values in middle and high latitudes.281

282
Fig. 2. Latitudinal soil pCO2, land-use fraction and soil volumetric water content. (a) Latitudinal distributions of283

soil pCO2. The methods are introduced by Brook et al. (1983), Gaillardet et al. (2019), Romero-Mujalli et al.284

(2019) and Zeng et al (2019). (b) Latitudinal distribution of forest, non-forest, bare-land fractions and soil285

volumetric water content (SWC). Original IGBP land cover categories were reclassified to three main land cover/286
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land use, forest (rainforest, broad-leaf forest, boreal forest, woody savanna), non-forest (grass, shrub, crop,287

savanna) and bare land (desert, bare rock, ice sheet). The transparent lines are the original model results and288

solid lines are smoothed data.289

290

3.2.Spatial bicarbonate distribution291

292

We continue to discuss the global bicarbonate concentrations based on the three soil pCO2293

models (Fig. 3), using eq. 3. Basically, eq. 3 rescales the pCO2 concentrations non-linearly294

and adds a temperature dependency via the reaction-rate coefficients.295

The calculated global [HCO3-] for the three pCO2 models range from 2.73~2.81 mmol L-1.296

The highest global mean HCO3- value occurs for the NPP-pCO2 model, followed by the297

SWC-pCO2 andET-pCO2 models. Globally, [HCO3-] for theNPP-pCO2 andET-pCO2 models is298

lower than for the SWC-pCO2 model in most tropical and subtropical regions, which is clear299

after our previous discussion (Fig. 2). In contrast, [HCO3-] for the SWC-pCO2 model in300

northern high latitudes is significantly lower than for the other two models, especially the301

areas close to the Arctic. All three models generate the lowest [HCO3-] in the Middle East and302

North Africa, where NPP, ET and SWC are low.303
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304

Fig. 3. Annual average HCO3- (DIC) concentrations in carbonate rock area. The soil pCO2 for carbonate305

equilibrium function are calculated by NPP-pCO2 (a), ET-pCO2 (b) and SWC-pCO2 (c).306

307

308
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We summarize the mapped [HCO3-] data by averaging along longitudes (Fig. 4a). For the309

NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2 models, the latitudinally-averaged curves peak at around310

50°N~70°N, 0°~10°S and 40°S~50°S, whereas the lower [HCO3-] values occur at around311

30°N and 30°S. This behavior is similar to our earlier findings (Zeng et al., 2019), red curve in312

Fig. 4a). In contrast, the SWC-pCO2-based model results in a distinctly different spatial313

[HCO3-] pattern, with very low values between 60°N~90°N, while from the Arctic to the314

Tropics, the SWC-pCO2-based model exhibits a sharp increase with two peaks at around 15°S315

and 40°N, but these high values could match the HCO3- curves of other two models.316

317

Fig. 4. Global [HCO3-] and CCSF patterns. (a) Latitudinal distributions of HCO3- based on three simulated soil318

pCO2 in Figure.1(a). (b) Latitudinal distributions of CCSF calculated by eq.2. The runoff and temperature were319
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driven from Composite Runoff V1.0 database (Fekete et al., 2002) and CRU4.0 database. The transparent lines320

are the original model results and solid lines are the smoothed data.321

322

3.3.Spatial variations of carbon-sink flux323

324

We continue discussing the carbon-sink flux CCSF derived from eq. 1, which weights the325

bicarbonate concentration with runoff (Fig. 4b). The CCSF for all three pCO2 models (and for326

comparison also the Zeng et al., 2019 model) shows a remarkable peak around the Equator,327

while another peak appears between 40°S~ 45°S (Fig. 4b). The global mean values of three328

simulated CCSF are similar, ranging from 4.52~5.36 t C km-2 yr-1, and thus higher than our329

earlier estimation (4.15 C km-2 yr-1, Zeng et al., 2019). The latitudinal CCSF is thus not really330

synchronous with the HCO3- concentration.331

332

3.4.Statistics of soil pCO2, [HCO3-], and CCSF for different land-use categories in333

different climatic regions334

335

Table 1.1 summarizes the soil pCO2, [HCO3-], runoff and CCSF of three land-cover336

categories in different climatic regions. Globally, the pCO2 of NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2 show337

large differences between forest and non-forest (pCO2 in forest is almost 2-fold higher than in338

non-forest and an order of magnitude higher than on bare land), which leads to a large339

difference of [HCO3-] (1 mmol/L) between these two land-cover types. Due to the highly340

limited ET and NPP over bare land, its pCO2 and [HCO3-] are almost 80% and 36% lower341

than that of SWC-pCO2. The [HCO3-] of SWC-pCO2 in forest is close to the non-forest342

ecosystems (<0.1 mmol/L). These parameters also widely differ between different climatic343

regions within different cover types. SWC-pCO2 has the highest pCO2 in tropical forest,344
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non-forest and bare land. In the temperate zone, pCO2 in non-forest is even higher than forest.345

Yet, the three land cover types reduce to a similarly low level in boreal areas. These spatial346

differences can also be found in [HCO3-] and CCSF. By contrast, NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2347

have extreme low pCO2 in tropical and temperate bare land (<800 ppmv), whereas348

SWC-pCO2 generates 5-10 folds higher pCO2 than the atmospheric level. Although, the pCO2349

and [HCO3-] of NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2 are lower in bare land, the two parameters for these350

two models in temperate and boreal forest could exceed SWC-pCO2. The highest CCSF of all351

land-covers are found in SWC-pCO2 result of tropics. However, NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2 have352

higher CCSF in whole global carbonate areas, owing to the extremely low boreal pCO2 and353

[HCO3-] that calculate by SWC-pCO2 (all simulations use a same runoff database).354

355

356

357

358

359

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372
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Table 1 The spatial statistics of Soil pCO2, HCO3-, Runoff and CCSF of three parameterized pCO2 based373

simulations. (NPP-pCO2, ET-pCO2 and SWC-pCO2 ). All values are means for each climatic region.374

375

376

377

378

NPP-pCO2 unit Boreal Temperate Tropical Global

Forest NF BL Forest NF BL Forest NF BL Forest NF BL

pCO2 ppmv 4674 3085 438 10298 6750 611 16305 8262 621 11645 6172 632

DIC mmol L-1 4.19 2.87 1.61 4.21 3.31 1.28 3.48 2.66 1.11 4.07 3.10 1.26

RF mm yr-1 58.6 109.4 50.1 374 189.1 51.9 697 192 0.09 463.2 181.6 39.5

CCSF t C km-2 yr-1 1.49 1.91 0.49 9.61 3.81 0.4 14.79 3.11 <0.01 11.49 3.44 0.30

ET-pCO2 unit Boreal Temperate Tropical Global

Forest NF BL Forest NF BL Forest NF BL Forest NF BL

pCO2 ppmv 2109 1688 512 7229 4891 720 24614 10619 509 11027 5197 634

DIC mmol L-1 3.41 2.45 1.67 3.58 2.93 1.30 4.05 2.85 1.06 3.69 2.80 1.26

RF mm yr-1 58.6 109.4 50.1 374 189.1 51.9 697 192 0.09 463.2 181.6 39.5

CCSF t C km-2 yr-1 1.21 1.63 0.51 8.16 3.37 0.41 17.21 3.33 <0.01 10.42 3.10 0.30

SWC-pCO2 unit Boreal Temperate Tropical Global

Forest NF BL Forest NF BL Forest NF BL Forest NF BL

pCO2 ppmv 380 380 380 6232 8964 3974 28123 23998 2025 11187 9707 3234

DIC mmol L-1 1.55 1.55 1.55 2.67 3.2 2.15 4.31 3.91 1.57 3.03 2.96 1.97

RF mm yr-1 58.6 109.4 50.1 374 189.1 51.9 697 192 0.09 463.2 181.6 39.5

CCSF t C km-2 yr-1 0.55 1.03 0.47 6.09 3.69 0.68 18.32 4.57 <0.01 8.56 3.27 0.47
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4. Discussion379

380

In this section, we discuss the results obtained in the last section and relate them to natural381

and anthropogenic changes in climate and land use.382

383

4.1.Two different global soil pCO2 and bicarbonate patterns384

385

Our results have demonstrated that with the three pCO2 models chosen we obtain two386

different global distributions (Fig. 2a). This discrepancy is of course related to the input387

parameters of the three models. The similar latitudinal soil pCO2 calculated for ET-pCO2 and388

NPP-pCO2 can be attributed to the significant role of land cover in controlling either NPP or389

ET in these models. Land cover is a significant factor for soil respiration. Land-cover change390

therefore strongly alters the vegetation structure, plant species composition, local391

microclimate and the soil properties (Alekseev et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020). As an392

example, forest requires more water and produces more organic matters than herbaceous393

plants. Bare land generates the lowest NPP and ET due to its sparse vegetation cover. Thus,394

the type of land use strongly influences soil respiration, if we follow the equations of395

ET-pCO2 and NPP-pCO2. A three-year experiment for a typical karst test site reported in396

Zeng et al. (2017) has verified this relation: Observed soil pCO2 levels for five different397

land-cover types (bare rock, bare soil, shrubland, cropland, grassland) showed large398

differences, and this has been attributed to the different vegetation species, biomass and399

primary productivity of the five land-caver types. As a result, the five land-cover types also400

resulted in different ET, corresponding to their different soil pCO2 levels. More importantly,401

Zeng et al. (2017) found that land cover eventually results a variation of [HCO3-] in the402

different compartments of the test site, corresponding to their different ET levels.403
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According to our global estimations reported here, the ET-pCO2 and NPP-pCO2 models404

present similar soil pCO2 variations as reported in the experiments (Fig. 2a vs Fig. 2b). For405

example, an increasing fraction of forest leads to a higher soil pCO2 and [HCO3-]. Based on406

these findings, we suggest that global land-use patterns are the reason that for the ET-pCO2407

and NPP-pCO2models we observe a similar latitudinal variation in [HCO3-]. Yet, using NPP408

and ET as a proxy for pCO2 has limitations, because ET or NPP cannot fully reflect the total409

soil respiration. NPP could better reflect the respiration of roots but not for microbial410

respiration.411

The SWC-pCO2 model is characterized by a distinctly different pCO2 pattern, when412

compared to the other two models. The soil pCO2 of this model depends on climatic drivers413

only (soil-water volumetric content and temperature). Although global SWC variations seem414

to correlate to the forest fraction (Fig. 2b), the SWC curve (Fig. 2b) does not really match with415

its soil pCO2 variation (Fig. 2a). The different latitudinal variations between two spatial soil416

pCO2 patterns appear mostly in high latitudes, where the average temperature usually is below417

0 ℃. For the SWC-pCO2model, pCO2 starts to increase later, when compared to the other two418

models in northern hemisphere (Gaillardet et al., 2019). Another discrepancy can be observed419

in tropics at around 5°S, with higher pCO2 values for the SWC-pCO2 model. This peak can be420

attributed to the “optimal” SWC value (~0.3 m3/m3), but not to land use. These two reported421

features are the reasons why the spatial pattern of SWC-pCO2 is very distinct from other two422

patterns. The SWC-pCO2 model may have uncertainties, when employed to the tropics or cold423

regions due to the limited range of original data which were used for constructing the model424

(the model has been constructed by using the global spring water pCO2 and a polynomial425

fitting method calculated by Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm). In the original spring database,426

only few sites are located in extremely cold or hot regions (Romero-Mujalli et al., 2019).427

Thus, there is a temperature range (< 3℃ or > 19℃) and a SWC range (< 0.17 m3/m-3 or >428
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0.37 m3/m-3), for which the SWC-pCO2 model is less robust. Yet, in order to compare the429

SWC-pCO2 model to the other parameterized pCO2models at the global scale, the global-scale430

simulation ignores the uncertainties in these regions. We note, however, that before applying431

this global-scale model we need further evidence or calibration.432
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4.2.Bicarbonate concentration as a function of temperature433

434

We continue discussing the differences of three soil pCO2 models on the bicarbonate435

concentration by rearranging the calculated [HCO3-] as a function of temperature. We sample436

our global results in 0.5×0.5 degree bins, group them by land-use, and then sort them with437

respect to temperature. The resulting scatter plots for the three pCO2 models are shown in438

Fig. 5. The bicarbonate concentration scatters widely. While for the forest regions we obtain439

the largest values (3-5 mmol/L), the bare rock surface exhibit the smallest concentrations440

(around 1.5 mmol/L). Non-forest regions are characterized by the largest spread in data, as441

here several land-use types are grouped.442

We try to fit a polynomial through the scatter data for each land-use type and all three443

pCO2 models. To identify the best fit, we start with linear polynomials, and then successively444

increase the degree, until the misfit is no longer improved significantly. In Fig. 5 we then see,445

that [HCO3-] modelled with the NPP- pCO2 model can be predicted by a quadratic polynomial,446

for the ET- pCO2 model by a linear polynomial, and for the SWC-pCO2 model with a cubic447

polynomial. In NPP-pCO2 and ET-pCO2 results, there has a clear [HCO3-] differences448

between forest and non-forest. Meanwhile, their [HCO3-] in bare land all show a negative449

trend against temperature. By contrast, the [HCO3-] of all land cover types in SWC-pCO2 are450

close to the same extreme low level under 0℃ and with no variations associated with451

temperature and there is minor difference between forest and non-forest. Its [HCO3-] in bare452

land demonstrate a bell-shape relation vs temperature and this behavior cannot found in other453

two models.454

455
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456

457

458

459

Fig. 5. Bicarbonate concentrations as a function of temperature for the three main land-cover types (forest,460

non-forest, bare land) against temperature. The soil pCO2 were separately calculated by (a) NPP-pCO2, (b)461

ET-pCO2 and (c) SWC-pCO2. The variable n in the title bar indicates the degree of the fitted polynomial, the462

least-squares fit for each land-use type is given as 2-value.463
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4.3.The influence of climate on carbonate dissolution intensity464

465

In the past decades, both natural and antropogenic changes in climate has changed the466

continental weathering processes (Raymond et al., 2008; Gislason et al., 2009). For carbonate467

minerals, warmer temperatures decrease the solubility of calcite (Dreybrodt, 1988). On the468

other hand, global warming will enhance soil respiration (Bond-Lamberty et al., 2010). Thus,469

for carbonate weathering, there is a counterbalancing effect between temperature and soil470

pCO2 (Gaillardet et al., 2019). We will address this counter-balancing effect next.471

We restrict our discussion to satellite-based NPP-CO2. Fig. 6a shows the472

latitudinally-averaged variations in [HCO3-] for the three-single land-cover types (forest,473

non-forest, bare land), and the latitudinally-averaged global temperature. It is clear that for all474

land cover types in the southern hemisphere, [HCO3-] decreases towards the equator, while475

the [HCO3-] concentration follows a bell-shape curve occur in the north. For all land cover476

types, [HCO3-] in tropics is lowest, although the pCO2 for some temperate regions peaks here477

(see Fig. 2a).478

The HCO3- variations in non-forest areas present another mode of climate control, as here479

the [HCO3-] concentration is more variable than in forest and bare land areas. For example,480

between 0°~15°S and 15°N~30°N, in non-forest areas bicarbonate variability correlates with481

changes in precipitation (Fig. 6b). This variability can possibly be attributed to the strong482

relationship between herbaceous plant productivity (no clear relation with forest) and water483

availability (precipitation, soil water). Increasing water supply promotes the NPP in the484

non-forest regions, thus increasing the soil pCO2. This trend also can be verified by the SWC485

trend in Fig. 2b: The SWC curve shows a similar variation as the bicarbonate concentration in486

non-forest areas for similar latitudinal zones. Thus, our models indicate that climate is the487
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fundamental driver for carbonate weathering intensity at global scale, especially for a single488

land-cover ecosystem.489

490

Fig. 6. Global [HCO3-], runoff, precipitation and CCSF patterns of three main land-cover types (forest,491

non-forest, bare land). (a) Latitudinal [HCO3-] of NPP-pCO2 vs average surface temperature. (b) Latitudinal492

runoff and precipitation. (c) Latitudinal variations of CCSF.493
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4.4.The influence of land use on carbonate dissolution intensity494

495
Naturally-induced climate changes have long been considered as main driver of carbonate496

weathering, while anthropogenic effects have received less attention. However, recent studies497

reveal that human activities such as different land-use strategies also have a considerable498

impact on carbonate weathering (Raymond et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2017; Macpherson et al.,499

2019). According to our NPP-pCO2 model results, the global [HCO3-] for forest is500

approximately 4.07 mmol L-1. This value is 31 % higher than for non-forest regions, and501

almost two times higher than for bare land (Table.1). These differences in [HCO3-] are mostly502

occurring in low latitudes, especially between forest and bare land. The global land-use503

patterns essentially determine the global [HCO3-] concentration, when we consider the soil504

pCO2 equations for NPP-pCO2 or ET-pCO2.505

In order to further confirm this role and compare the performances of three pCO2 models,506

we collect pure carbonate-spring data from 15 publications with different land-cover types507

across the globe (more details in Appendix Table S1). The land-use information at the508

different spring sites is either introduced in the publications or can be derived from509

high-resolution satellite images due to its sizes and boundaries. We restrict ourselves to spring510

data instead of rivers, because river bicarbonate may be strongly affected by in-stream511

biological or geochemical processes.512

We define several criteria to avoid a contamination of the spring data by other513

non-carbonic acid and gypsum dissolution processes: (1) the carbonate springs with molar514

(Ca2++Mg2+)/SO42- ratio under 10 are not considered. This removes samples influenced by515

sulfuric acid and gypsum dissolution. (2) the carbonate springs with high NO3- concentration516

((Ca2++Mg2+)/NO3- < 5) are excluded to avoid the impacts of nitric acid (N-fertilizers use). (3)517

the carbonate springs with higher Na+ concentrations ((Ca2++Mg2+)/Na+ < 10) are excluded to518

eliminate samples strongly influenced by silicate weathering.519
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The locations of the remaining carbonate springs are shown in Fig. 7a. The total520

carbonate dissolution intensity of these springs is presented as the sum of calcium and521

magnesium concentrations, [Ca2++Mg2+] (mmol L-1) to avoid the need to distinguish different522

carbonate lithologies (Fig. 6b). The [Ca2++Mg2+] concentration as a function of temperature523

varies between 1-3 mmol/L, with cropland springs clustering along the lower temperature,524

and forest springs spreading from lower to higher temperatures. Generally, the carbonate525

dissolution intensity of forest springs are much higher than grassland, cropland and bare land526

dominant springs. Forest carbonate dissolution intensity is almost 2-fold higher than that of527

bare land.528

Fitting a polynomial through the data, we obtain a bell-shaped relationship, when529

considering all land-use types. The peak in this fitted curve occurs at around 15oC, a530

temperature also found to describe peak carbonate dissolution (e.g. Gaillardet et al., 2019).531

Next, we compare our three calculated [HCO3-] concentrations for the three soil-pCO2 models532

with the measured values (Fig. 7c). We relate the proportion of limestone and dolomite of533

each spring to the Ca2+/Mg2+ ratio: For Ca2+/Mg2+ > 2, we assume limestone dissolution, for534

1 < Ca2+/Mg2+< 2 we assume dolomite. Our results show that the NPP-pCO2 model can better535

match the observed spring data (R2=0.70), while the fit of the other two models is lower than536

expected (R2<0.5). However, the bicarbonate concentration for some forest springs based on537

the NPP-pCO2 model predict lower values in tropical areas, while soil SWC-pCO2-based538

models perform better in those ecosystems. We speculate that the CO2 production in the root539

zone in tropical forests may higher than 75% of the net primary production (the standard540

value for the NPP model in Gwiazada and Broecker (1993), because of the strong microbial541

respiration. In contrast, the SWC-pCO2 model prediction performs better than NPP-pCO2 for542

tropical springs, although the global total correlation is lower. This is consistent with the543

findings that soil respiration (especially heterotrophic respiration) has a better relationship544
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with SWC than NPP in tropical ecosystem (Tang et al., 2020). Yet, for a global scale545

estimation, the NPP-pCO2 results are more accurate for other regions and ecosystems.546

Indeed, previous studies employed temperature, soil moisture and plants productivity as547

main parameter values to predict global soil respiration. The choice of these parameter values548

has advantages for certain areas, yet it is suggested that no single parameter can fully explain549

the global soil respiration individually (Hursh et al., 2017; Warner et al., 2019). At global550

scale, NPP is a great positive predictor of soil respiration, with significant control of the551

respiration rates within most biomes, except some forested biomes. In contrast, soil moisture552

is much more important in regulating soil respiration in forest, because soil moisture may help553

to better reflect the heterotrophic component of soil respiration (Hursh et al., 2017). Thus, the554

combination of climate, vegetation types, and soil property will ultimately influence the rates555

of soil respiration. However, soil respiration itself also can not directly be used to calculate556

[HCO3-], because carbonate weathering intensity is controlled by the pCO2 at the carbonate557

bedrock surface. Compared with microbial production, the deeper roots of plants are more558

important for carbonate weathering, because they determine how much CO2 is transported559

vertical downwards to the deeper carbonate-rich zone and regulates the recharge and560

CO2-carbonate contact at bedrock surface (Wen et al., 2021). The weathering rates without561

deep roots may be more than an order of magnitude lower than for forest or non-forest land.562

Thus neglecting this crucial role of plant roots for carbonate weathering will result in soil563

pCO2 models overestimating the values for bare land. According to our investigations in the564

European Alps (Zeng et al., 2021) and in simulation tests in SW China (Zeng et al., 2017), the565

deep soil pCO2 values in bare lands (bare rock or bare soil) are very low, which cannot be566

explained by the respiration rates that are calculated for these models. We speculate that the567

low values are a result of the absence of deepening roots and the diffusion of soil CO2.568
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The [HCO3-] of an aquifer is thus determined by the soil pCO2 at the soil-rock interface,569

but not the value in the upper soil. Bare land has only few plants with short roots, and its570

pCO2 values will decline sharply in deep soils thus weakening the dissolution intensity.571

Therefore, we suggest the NPP-pCO2 model is more feasible to calculate [HCO3-] at global572

scale, especially for bare lands. Accordingly, we stress that the human land-use/land-cover573

may play a significant role in controlling global carbonate dissolution intensity and could not574

be neglected in modelling approach. But we still suggest the future soil pCO2 models need to575

synthesize the effects of different environmental drivers (temperature, plants productivity, soil576

moisture) on climate and land cover.577

578

579

Fig. 7. The comparison between simulated carbonate dissolution intensity (The sum of Ca2+ and Mg2+ as a proxy)580
with the global carbonate spring geochemistry records. (a) The locations of carbonate rock dominant springs581
were derived from 15 publications worldwide. (1) Huang et al., 2015. (2) Zeng et al., 2016. (3) Long et al., 2015.582
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(4) Zeng et al., 2015. (5) Pitman, 1978. (6) Jeelani et al., 2001. (7) Kalantari et al., 2011. (8) Zeng et al., 2020. (9)583
Calmels et al., 2014. (10) Pentecost, 1992. (11) López-Chicano et al., 2001. (12) Deines and Langmuir, 1975.584
(13) Ford, 1971. (14) Giusti et al., 1978. (15) Lecomte et al., 2016. (b) The [Ca2++Mg2+] of different land-use585
dominant carbonate springs against water temperature. The grey fitting curve of global water samples was used586
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for extreme peak function, and the violet line was the linear regression of all587
water samples that characterized by forest control. (c) The comparison between three simulated HCO3- vs the588
actual observed HCO3- .589

590
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4.5.The influence of land-use changes and global warming on carbonate dissolution591

intensity592

593

From our previous work both on field sites and from simulations (e.g. Zeng et al., 2017;594

Zeng et al., 2020), we found that land-use changes will affect bicarbonate concentration as595

well as discharge.596

We therefore consider a future warming scenario of 5oC, which is accompanied by a597

change in land use, either from forest to cropland, or from forest to bare land (representing598

urban sprawl). We calculate the change in carbonate carbon-sink flux (CCSF) from eq. 1,599

with a constant runoff of N=600 mm/yr, and the bicarbonate concentration [HCO3-] derived600

from eq. 3. As for [HCO3-] we need both temperature T and soil-CO2 pressure, we calculate601

the latter from eqs. 4, 5, and 6 for the NPP, ET, and SWC models, and assign a temperature602

change of T=5oC for (a) cold climates (starting with T=5oC), and (b) tropical climates603

(starting from 20oC). Note that we use a value of 50% of the soil-CO2 concentration for the604

cropland scenarios, warranted by our results (see Table 1).605

In Fig. 8a, the projected change in carbonate carbon-sink flux is shown for the606

cold-climate scenario (a) and the tropical-climate scenario (b).607

We first focus on the warming effect alone, increasing the temperature by 5oC and608

keeping the land-use to forest only (solid lines). For the cold climate, CCSF will increase609

(up to 0.4 t C/yr/km2), and the increase significantly differs for the three different soil-pCO2610

models. For the tropical scenario, CCSF will decrease slightly.611

This warming-only effect, however, is outpaced by a deforestation, creating agricultural612

expanses instead (cropland, dashed lines). Here, for all soil-pCO2 models and both cold and613

tropical regimes, CCSF increases, up to 0.8 t C/yr/km2 for cold climates, and 0.2 t C/yr/km2614

in tropical regions.615
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If, instead we promote urban sprawl by the deforestation (dotted lines), the CCSF is616

decreasing, substantially in the tropics (-0.5 t C/yr/km2), and less pronounced in cold climates617

(-0.2 t C/yr/km2), with the exception of the SWC-soil-pCO2 model.618

The above model experiments confirm our results from the field test site in southwest619

China (Zeng et al., 2017). Compared with natural land cover, bare rock generates the lowest620

CCSF while cropland produces the highest.621

622

623

Fig. 8. Change in carbonate weathering carbon sink intensity (CCSF) variations under warming conditions624

(from 5℃ to 10℃ for cold and 20℃ to 25℃ for tropical climates) and land-use changes (from forest to either625
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cropland or urban areas). We assume that each degree of temperature increase will accompany with 20% of626

forest loss due to human urbanization (forest→ urban) or agricultural expansion (forest→cropland) activities.627

The scenario with no land-cover change are also presented (forest). The infiltration rate of forest, cropland, bare628

rock are fixed to 0.35, 0.55 and 0.8 respectively. Precipitation is set to a constant value 600 mm yr-1 . Soil629

volumetric water content for SWC-pCO2 model is set to 0.17 m3m-3. The pCO2 of atmosphere is fixed to 400630

ppmv, and the soil pCO2 of cropland is set to 50% of the forest. Three parameterized soil pCO2 are calculated by631

the simplified algorithm introduced by Gaillardet (2019) which depends on temperature only. (a) CCSF632

variations under a temperate temperature background. (b) CCSF variations under a tropical temperature633

background.634

635

Note that we use saturated carbonate dissolution chemistry, which has been shown to be636

achieved in different land-use regimes (e.g. Zeng et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2021). Although637

during some storm or melting events, HCO3- may be highly unsaturated, for a long-term638

period, however, we find annual [HCO3-] of a giving catchment is almost close to the639

equilibrium value due to the chemo-statistic behavior (Godsey et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2016;640

Zeng et al., 2021). Therefore, on account of the significant role of land use in water yield, a641

better understanding the water balance during land-use conversion is crucial to estimate the642

CCSF variations.643

644

645

646

647

648
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5. Future perspectives of carbonate carbon sinks649

650

On the basis of our global CCSF distribution modelling and its relation to environmental651

drivers, we believe that some regions will have potentially higher dissolution intensity and652

carbon-sink flux under the impact of global change. The first likely hot-spot is the tropical653

region. Tropical forests contribute a large proportion of terrestrial carbon storage. These654

ecosystems were seen as a great potential carbon sink for future global warming mitigation.655

However, recent studies demonstrate that the future CO2 removal ability or the so-called CO2656

fertilization effect (Pan et al., 2011) of two largest tropical rainforest regions (Amazon and657

Africa) have already reached their maximum (Hubau et al., 2020). The carbonate areas in the658

tropics are mostly covered by forest. Therefore, an accelerating carbonate dissolution rate is659

unlikely to happen. Yet the plant productivity cannot fully represent the total respiration.660

Tropical forest ecosystems store a large amount of soil organic carbon. As temperature rises,661

the microbial respiration may considerably depend on soil water availability. Thus, the662

variation of HCO3- in tropical forest still need further investigation. Besides, some tropical663

forests are disappearing in recent decades due to the drastic population growth and664

agricultural expansion (DeFries et al., 2010). We believe that [HCO3-] will decline in these665

areas due to the deforestation. However, the future CCSF in the tropics may likely rely on the666

increasing runoff rather than the decline [HCO3-] during the deforestation. The drastic667

land-use change in low latitudes will lead to a stronger water yield (Piao et al., 2007), and this668

will overwhelm the declining HCO3- trends, amplifying the CCSF in tropical cropland (Zeng669

et al., 2019).670

Another hot-spot of this terrestrial carbon sink is likely to occur in the northern671

ecosystems. Compared to the tropical ecosystems, the soil pCO2 and HCO3- concentration in672

north high latitudes will likely exhibit a rapid increase due to the global warming and rising673
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atmospheric CO2 concentration. The increasing temperature and CO2 fertilization effect in674

northern ecosystems will obviously increase the ecosystem productivity, soil respiration and675

old carbon release (Forkel et al., 2015; Plaza et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2020), thereby676

enhancing soil pCO2. Northern ecosystems respiration is more sensitive to temperature677

increase instead of precipitation or soil-water content (Lamberty et al., 2008; Tang et al.,678

2020). In the boreal ecosystems, temperature increase will promote the carbonate dissolution.679

In addition, the melting of glaciers may generate more river discharge, thus amplifying the680

bicarbonate flux. Recently, the rising continental weathering trends in northern rivers have681

been already recorded by many studies (e.g. Drake et al., 2018; Gislason et al., 2009).682

Finally, in order to better predict the carbonate dissolution intensity and related carbon sink683

flux in the future, we believe that a better understanding of vegetation-soil-water-rock684

interaction under global change is necessary. Both climatic and anthropogenic factors are685

intertwined and equally important for the carbonate weathering process and therefore should686

be considered in the global carbon cycle model.687

688

689
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6. Conclusions690

691

In this paper, we have discussed the results of three soil-pCO2 models derived from a692

series of satellite-based databases on carbonate carbon-sink flux. We derived a plausible range693

for the controlling parameter values for estimating both global carbonate dissolution intensity694

(HCO3- concentration as a proxy) and related carbon sink flux (CCSF). Our models reveal two695

different global carbonate dissolution intensity patterns but obtain similar global mean HCO3-696

concentrations and CCSF, ranging from 2.73~2.81 mmol L-1 and 4.52~5.36 t C km-2 yr-1,697

respectively. The comparative results indicate that climatic parameters are the fundamental698

drivers for carbonate weathering, controlling the variation of the HCO3- concentration for699

single-vegetation ecosystems. However, global land-use changes will shape the global HCO3-700

concentration pattern due to the strong coupling between climatic signals and different use701

scenarios.702

We compared selected global carbonate spring records, and we suggest models703

considering land use/land cover are better suited for a global-scale estimation. More704

importantly, we suggest that land-use changes are a multi-step controlling factor which may705

further change the CCSF by altering water flux. Due to the influences of runoff and HCO3-706

concentration on CCSF, we suggest the global CCSF patterns are mainly depending on runoff707

but not HCO3-. This dependency highlights the significant role of land use. We believe that708

future land-use change may strongly disturb the carbonate weathering and related carbon sink.709

Finally, we stress that climatic and anthropogenic factors are equally important in carbonate710

weathering process and therefore need be considered in predicting the global carbon-cycle711

model.712

713

714
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Sensitivity of the global carbonate weathering
carbon-sink flux to climate and land-use changes
Sibo Zeng 1, Zaihua Liu 2,3* & Georg Kaufmann 1*

The response of carbonate weathering carbon-sink flux (CCSF) to its environmental drivers is

still not well understood on the global scale. This hinders understanding of the terrestrial

carbon cycle. Here, we show that there is likely to be a widespread and consistent increase in

the global CCSF (ranging from+ 9.8% (RCP4.5) to+ 17.1% (RCP8.5)) over the period

1950–2100. In the coming years the increasing temperature might be expected to have a

negative impact on carbonate weathering. However, the increasing rainfall and anticipated

land-use changes will counteract this, leading to a greater CCSF. This finding has been

obtained by using long-term historical (1950–2005) and modeled future (2006–2100) data

for two scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) for climate and land-use change in our CCSF equi-

librium model. This study stresses the potential role that carbonate weathering may play in

the evolution of the global carbon cycle over this century.
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There are huge uncertainties in the response of the terrestrial
carbon cycle to changing environmental conditions, such
as global warming and human intervention1,2. A growing

body of evidence indicates that contemporary continental
weathering processes are sensitively responding to climate change
and human activities3–6. The carbonate weathering carbon sink,
about 0.2–0.7 Gt C yr−1, is an important component of the global
carbon budget, accounting for ~7–25% of the estimated terrestrial
carbon sink5,7,8. The rapid kinetics driving carbonate weathering
(reaching equilibrium in three hours under experimental condi-
tions9) results in dissolution rates nearly 15 times faster than
those of silicate rocks10, thereby responding quickly to environ-
mental fluctuations. The chemical weathering of carbonate rocks
is a complex terrestrial process that is controlled by numerous
natural and anthropogenic drivers5–9. To summarize and simplify
the mixed impacts of all drivers, a generic equation for the
carbon-sink flux produced by carbonate weathering can be
expressed as11:

CCSF ¼ 0:5 ´ 12 ´R ´DIC ð1Þ
where CCSF (t C km−2 yr−1) is the carbonate weathering

carbon-sink flux, R is runoff in m yr−1, and DIC (mmol L−1) is
the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon produced by
carbonate weathering; 12 is the molar atomic weight of carbon,
and the ratio 0.5 indicates that only one half of the HCO3

−

generated by carbonate weathering is of atmospheric origin5.
Previous work has highlighted the diverse geochemical, climatic

and ecological factors that influence both R and DIC, and thus the
CCSF variations, including (amongst others) surface temperature6,
precipitation and runoff11,12, net primary production of ecosystem
and soil CO2

6,13, carbonate lithologies12, atmospheric CO2 con-
centration14, soil water content15 and land-use patterns, and prac-
tices4,16,17. In natural environments, these factors are tightly
interwoven and controlled by climate and land cover17,18. Recently,
studies on different spatial scales have reported that climate per-
turbations and human interventions have dramatically changed
CCSF over the past few decades. For example, in the Mississippi
River basin the increased rainfall, high proportion of cultivated area,
water management, and use of lime for fertilization have remark-
ably enhanced the HCO3

− export flux, with a nearly +50% increase
in the recent decades4. In addition, the N-fertilizer uses for agri-
culture also produced nitric acid which enhanced HCO3

− flux as a
CO2 source19. The HCO3

− and ground water CO2 storage of a
karst aquifer in Konza Prairie (central USA) displayed synchronous
increases during the past 26.5 years, which was attributed to the
long-term changes of temperature and land use16. In northern high
latitudes, two large Russian arctic rivers have experienced major
increases (135–180%) in alkalinity due to climate change and
anthropogenic impacts during the past 40 years20. However, there
are also reports of a decline of CCSF in some other regions. For
instance, in the typical monsoon region of Southwest China, a
model study found that climate change (especially, reduced rainfall)
caused a 19% decrease in CCSF during the past 40 years12. In sum,
although these individual studies have detected regional CCSF
perturbations attributed to one or a few environmental drivers, a
comprehensive analysis of the overall global CCSF fluctuation in
response to all driving factors is still lacking. In particular, to our
knowledge no studies have considered the impacts of long-term
land-use change on CCSF fluctuations at the global scale. In many
areas with intensive human intervention, land-use changes have
altered the CCSF by changing the runoff patterns and affecting the
soil pCO2 through changing, amongst others, the productivity and
soil properties17, etc.

Here, we explore the spatiotemporal CCSF variations on global
carbonate rock outcrops by constructing a mixed-effect model
that considers the interrelated impacts of climate and land-use

dynamics. We provide a comprehensive interpretation of envir-
onmental impacts on CCSF fluctuations by analyzing the spa-
tialtemporal relationship over a lengthy historical period,
1950–2005. We further predict the response of CCSF to the
changes in temperature, precipitation, and land use that are
presented in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
(CMIP5) climate projection, adopting two of its representative
scenarios, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. CMIP5 is trying to predict future
climate by estimating the amounts of atmospheric carbon dioxide
that will be produced in the future. Different RCPs predicting
the radiative forcing achieved by the year 2100 AD range from 2.6
to 8.5 (RCP2.6–2RCP8.5) watts per square meter (Wm−2). Here,
RCP4.5 is selected to be representative of the moderate-stabilized
emission scenarios (medium CO2 increase), whereas RCP8.5
represents the more aggressive scenarios (large CO2 increases).
Based on these choices, we attempt to predict the coupled effects
of current major shifts in climate and land use on the CCSF
fluctuations in the future. We reveal the sensitivity of the CCSF
response to the above-mentioned drivers in different latitudinal
regions and estimate the role played by carbonate rock weath-
ering in the global carbon cycle over the remainder of this
century.

Results
General overview. In this section, we show the results of our
CCSF model first at a global scale and then focus on drivers that
will vary at broad regional scales. As a first step, soil CO2 pressure
(pCO2(soil)) is derived from (3) and ET (evapotranspiration) is
based on Eq. (6) (see Methods). Accordingly, we can calculate the
calcium equilibrium concentration [Ca2+]eq from Eq. (2) (see
Methods), and the R from the difference between precipitation
(P) and ET. Next, we extract the [HCO3

−] and P-ET for each grid
cell located on a carbonate outcrop to obtain the CCSF by Eqs. (1)
or (7) (see Methods), then sum to obtain the total carbon sink
(TCS) budget using Eq. (8) (see Methods). We consider that these
results can help us to estimate the feedback of CCSF response to
climate and land-use change under the different future scenarios
envisioned by CMIP5, thereby evaluating the role that carbonate
weathering will play in the global carbon cycle in the future.

Overall fluctuation in [HCO3
−]eq, R, and CCSF. In Fig. 1a, b, we

present the overall changes of the two fundamental CCSF drivers,
[HCO3

−]eq, and runoff (R), over the full model period. [HCO3
−]eq

displays steadily increasing trends of +2.1–+2.6% from 1950 to
2100. The larger [HCO3

−]eq increase is found in scenario RCP8.5,
with about +0.0006mmol L−1 yr−1 (Fig. 1a). The amplitude of
global runoff variations, by contrast, is 5.7–8.0 times larger than
the [HCO3

−]eq in the same period (Fig. 1b), with runoff increasing
at around +0.18 mm yr−2 for the historical period, a finding that
is close to other published results21,22. For the full period, runoff
from carbonate rocks increases around +12.0% (RCP4.5) or
+20.9% (RCP8.5). After summing these two drivers by using Eq.
(8) (see Methods), we found a widespread and consistent increase
in global CCSF, with values around +9.8% (RCP4.5) or +17.1%
(RCP8.5) at the end of this century (Fig. 1c). As with runoff, the
CCSF increase under RCP8.5 (0.0068 t C km−2 yr−2) is higher
than under RCP4.5 (0.0043 t C km−2 yr−2).

Spatial differences in CCSF and its long-term trend. To
determine which areas have experienced significant CCSF
changes, particularly the areas that are mainly responsible for
the calculated increases, we now consider the different geo-
graphical regions. Figure 2a summarizes the spatial annual mean
CCSF at the global scale for the historic period. Mean annual
CCSF ranges from 0.06 t C km−2 yr−1 in the arctic regions to
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46.42 t C km−2 yr−1 in and near the equatorial regions. We
observe prominent spatial differences, with the highest CCSF
occurring in tropical areas and temperate to subtropical humid
areas, such as Southwest China, North America, and West Eur-
ope, whereas the lowest CCSF occurs mostly in the arctic regions
and arid areas, e.g., Central Asia and Saharan Africa. We use
spatial linear regression analysis to extend the spatialtemporal
CCSF trends of 1950–2005 to 2006–2100. The two RCP scenarios
show similar spatial CCSF trends. The strongest CCSF increases
occur in most tropical regions and also in North America, West
Europe, and Tibet (Fig. 2b, c). The CCSF under RCP8.5 displays
similar but stronger increases in most of the areas than does
RCP4.5. There are negative effects in the Middle East and North
Africa, as these regions experience CCSF decrease due to a drier
climate.

Latitudinal change of CCSF, R, and [HCO3
−]eq trends. Next, we

consider spatial CCSF changes by summarizing the latitudinal
variation trends of soil pCO2, CCSF, R, and [HCO3

−]eq (Fig. 3).
This approach can help us to get a better understanding of how the
regional CCSF responses to climate and land-use change may differ
during the two periods (historical, and future under RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5). As shown in Fig. 3a, the soil pCO2 increasing trends in
high latitudes are generally higher than those in the low latitudes.
RCP8.5 scenarios show a larger pCO2 increase. Figure 3b demon-
strates the modelled [HCO3

−]eq, which shows consistent increasing
trends in cool and humid regions, such as the mid and high

latitudes, but decreasing trends in lower latitudes. The more dra-
matic climate and land-use change scenario of the future (RCP8.5)
results in a stronger negative [HCO3

−]eq trend in low latitudes, and
a more positive trend in high latitudes (−0.0005mmol L−1 yr−1

versus 0.0025mmol L−1 yr−1). In contrast, runoff shows rising
trends generally, especially at low latitudes under the two RCP
scenarios (Fig. 3c), where there is a high proportion of land-use
change from forest to crop. The latitudinal CCSF variation as
shown in Fig. 3d behaves like the runoff changes, showing an
increase in low latitudes and being 2.85–6.25 times greater than
in high latitudes. Although [HCO3

−]eq concentrations in high
latitudes will experience dramatic increases, the CCSF variations in
these regions are less significant when compared to their values
in low latitudes. The southern mid latitudes are interesting regions,
as here the changes are considerable. However, due to the small
proportion of carbonate rock outcrops there (1.6%), those changes
are less important for the global carbon-sink budget.

Discussion
From the Results section above, we have found that the coupling
between natural and anthropogenic factors in different latitudinal
zones results in large differences in the regional CCSF response.
Thus, a better understanding of the sensitivity of carbonate
weathering carbon flux to its different environmental drivers is
crucial for estimating the role of CCSF in the global carbon cycle in
the future. Therefore, the causes of CCSF variations under the cli-
mate and land-use change in different areas will be explored next.
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Fig. 1 Interannual changes in relevant variables. a [HCO3
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First, we made a comparison of modelled CCSFs with observed
global data. The aim here is to test the accuracy of our model
estimates of CCSF changes in the different climatic and land-use
patterns around the world. Table 1 compares our results to other
studies to check reliability. Our modelled CCSF variations are in
good agreement with a variety of independent carbonate weath-
ering carbon-flux estimates around the world, including those
from the full range of latitudinal zones and with distinct climate
and land-use conditions: the difference (error) is generally <10%.
Accordingly, we judge that our model reliably predicts spatial
CCSF differences and can be used for future estimation.

If our global mean CCSF (4.3 t C km−2 yr−1) is applied to the
global carbonate area (i.e., ~50% of the continent surface5), we
obtain a total annual global carbon sink of 0.32 Gt C yr−1.

Temperature is a fundamental controlling factor in carbonate
weathering as demonstrated by many studies6,9,15. Generally, it is

found that [HCO3
−] variation is highly sensitivity to temperature,

reaching maximum values in the temperature range (10–15 °C),
i.e., both very low and high temperatures will limit carbonate
weathering6,15. This behavior is a result of competition between
thermodynamic control of the weathering and the variability of
soil CO2 production by soil biota6,15. [HCO3

−]eq will be positively
correlated to temperature below 15 °C (Fig. 4a). In the inter-
tropical zone, the warm temperatures may considerably decrease
the [HCO3

−]eq. This is confirmed by inspecting the latitudinal
trends of [HCO3

−]eq. For instance, the strongest warming trends
(+0.015 °C yr−1 to +0.023 °C yr−1) in high latitudes will sig-
nificantly increase the [HCO3

−]eq there. In contrast, rising tem-
peratures in low latitudes will limit the carbonate dissolution,
which results in a negative [HCO3

−]eq trend (Fig. 3b). However,
according to our results, latitudinal [HCO3

−]eq variations do not
always follow temperature variations alone. The impacts of
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changing precipitation and land use control soil pCO2 distribu-
tion (Fig. 4d). Discussed together with temperature, these factors
are also equally significant and therefore control the actual global
[HCO3

−]eq distribution (Fig. 4b, c). For example, we observe
three [HCO3

−]eq peaks on the global graph (Fig. 4a). Two of
them are not located in the theoretical region of maximum dis-
solution (10–15 °C), a feature that has not received much atten-
tion. We argue that the higher [HCO3

−]eq in these regions is
mainly caused by changes in land-use patterns (Fig. 4c), soil
pCO2 (Fig. 4d), and increased precipitation (Fig. 4b).

According to our analysis, the CCSF fluctuations are strongly
depending on the runoff, rather than on [HCO3

−]eq or tem-
perature (Figs. 1–3) alone. Precipitation, temperature, and vege-
tation cover are key factors that control runoff in many models
(Fig. 4) and thus also CCSF variations.

We employ long-term spatial regression analysis to detect
relationships between CCSF and the variables, runoff, and equi-
librium HCO3

− concentration. Figure 5 compares the individual
impacts of [HCO3

−]eq, and R on the annual CCSF fluctuations.
The results show that the regional variations of CCSF were
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typically driven by trends in runoff (global mean R2 > 0.95, P <
0.001) but not [HCO3

−]eq. The substantial variability of CCSF is
responding to differing runoff, as noted also in other studies11,12.
The reason why CCSF is more sensitive to runoff than to
[HCO3

−] has been attributed chiefly to the chemostatic behavior
of the latter11.

To better explain the dominant control of this behavior, we
divide global CCSF variations into three latitudinal zones (0°–30o,
30°–60o, and 60°–90o) with different mean temperatures, as
shown in Fig. 6. [HCO3

−] shows a significant positive relationship
with CCSF only for the high latitudes (60°–90°), while the cor-
relation declines towards the equator (Fig. 6a). Runoff, however,
shows a significant (R2 > 0.96, P < 0.001) positive relationship with
CCSF across all latitudinal zones (Fig. 6b). More importantly, it is
noticed that when the [HCO3

−]eq decreases in low latitudes due to
global warming, the accompanying increase in runoff overwhelms
the temperature effect, leading to net increases in CCSF. There-
fore, based on the results of our model, we suggest that global
CCSF variations are highly dynamic and mainly determined by
the hydrological cycle (runoff).

For a long time human activities were not considered in global
carbonate weathering models. However, recent studies4,11,17 have
found that land use does play a significant role in CCSF control
and should be considered in carbon-sink models. On the one
hand, consideration of land use can help us to explain why similar
climate conditions present highly scattered [HCO3

−]eq distribu-
tions in different datasets6,15. As indicated in Fig. 4, the latitudinal
[HCO3

−]eq curves should show similarities to temperature and/or
precipitation trends if climatic factors are considered alone.
However, we find that the three [HCO3

−]eq peaks occur in three
latitudinal zones (50–70°N, 0–10°S, and 40–50 S°) that have a high
proportion of forest cover. Globally, as the proportion of forested
areas increase, soil pCO2 and [HCO3

−]eq increases. In contrast,
when grass and crop cover increase, soil pCO2 and [HCO3

−]eq
decreases (Fig. 4c, d). Land-use change can also dramatically alter
water balances. In northern high latitudes where precipitation is
low and forest cover is high, runoff (R) decreases sharply
(Fig. 4e–g). In contrast, the increasing cropland area in low lati-
tudes drastically increases net runoff. Based on our simulation, the
role of land-use change will be even more important in the future.
From 2006 to 2100, cropland proportion in low latitudes will
increase by a factor of two (from 8% to 16%), resulting in
decreased [HCO3

−]eq and increased runoff. In the historical per-
iod (1950–2005), mid and high latitudes dominated the increase of
the annual TCS (100%, 7.7 × 104 t C yr−1). During the continuing

climate and land-use changes expected in the future (2006–2100),
this situation will reverse. Although the carbonate rock outcrops
in low latitudes constitute only 28% of the terrestrial carbonate
area, the higher sensitivity of CCSF to climatic and anthropogenic
changes in these areas in the future will contribute 61-68% of the
TCS increase (5.6 × 104 t C yr−1 to 8.1 × 104 t C yr−1). More
importantly, the drastic land-use transition (mainly to agricultural
land use following deforestation) will contribute 42–50% of total
TCS increase in spite of the [HCO3

−]eq decline. Therefore, we
stress that the CCSF shows great sensitivity to anthropogenic
impacts. Human land-use activities will significantly alter the
CCSF and are as important as climatic drivers in certain areas.

The global annual average temperature in carbonate regions in
the historical period (1950–2005) was 17 °C, which already
exceeded the temperature range for maximum carbonate dis-
solution (Fig. 4a). If global warming continues in the future, the
higher global mean temperatures will constrain carbonate
weathering. In low latitudes, although the climate change will
promote the soil CO2, land-use transitions to agriculture after
deforestation in this warming background will decrease
[HCO3

−]eq in the future. Carbonate weathering will show less
sensitivity to the overheated environment in these regions. Our
results find that increasing precipitation will offset the negative
impacts of temperature and deforestation there. In the future, we
believe that the CCSF fluctuations will become larger, sensitively
responding to climate and land-use changes, and the increasing
carbonate weathering flux from terrestrial waters to oceans may
promote the biological carbon consumption by organisms in
these systems5,23. Therefore, this increasing flux can be a con-
siderable carbon sink that against the rising atmospheric CO2

concentration in the future, potentially become a negative feed-
back to global warming.

Our model still needs some improvements for future studies.
For example, a growing body of evidence finds that the elevated
CO2 in the atmosphere (CO2atm) will affect the primary pro-
ductivity of ecosystems by the so-called CO2 fertilization effect24.
Rising CO2atm will also alter the soil CO2 and water balances, and
thus impact CCSF: it must be considered in global carbon-sink
modeling. In addition, land-use change can prompt changes in
subsurface flow paths and mineral water interaction, thus the
resultant fluxes of solutes from landscapes. Given thermodynamic
controls on carbonate weathering, water fluxes through the
landscape will have the biggest control on [HCO3

−]eq, which
need to be accounted for in land-use change dynamics. Mean-
while, anthropogenic N and S inputs from use of fertilizers19 or

Table 1 Comparison of CCSF between our modelled results and other studies in different latitudinal zones with different climate
and land-use conditions.

Location Latitudinal zone T (°C) P (mm yr−1) Main land-use type CCSF (t C km−2 yr−1) in
other study

This study

(low/mid/high)

Guizhou Low 15 1225–1425 Forest/crop/grass 7.86–10.90(1) 7.63–11.16
Xijiang Low 14–22 800–1200 Forest/crop/grass 7.31(2) 7.30
Kikori Low 21 4330 Forest 29.36(3) 29.19
Thailand Low 26 3168 Forest 42.30(4) 40.60
Puerto Rico Low 24 2100 Forest/grass/crop 19.77(5) 28.24
Florida Low 21.1 1336 Forest 9.49–10.05(6) 11.04
Slovenia Mid 6–11 800–3000 Forest/grass/crop 15.16–32.89(7) 16.49–26.76
Southern Alps Mid 9 1300 Forest 11.91(8) 11.58
Siberia High −7 to −14 250–400 Forest/non forest 1.52–2.15(9) 1.49–3.30
Mackenzie High −1 250–1500 Forest/non forest 4.94(10) 3.44

References: (1) Zeng et al.11; (2) Xu and Liu38; (3) Ferguson et al.39; (4) Pitman40; (5) Giusti41; (6) Moore et al.42; (7) Szramek et al.43; (8) Sarazin & Ciabrini44; (9) Huh et al.45; and (10) Millot et al.46.
Note: the higher CCSF cited for the Mackenzie River basin in northern Canada may be due to sulfide oxidative weathering46 contributing to the carbonate weathering, which does not contribute to the
carbon sink but is possibly a CO2 source
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coal combustion25 have become additional drivers of carbonate
weathering. The carbonate dissolution produced by nitrate or
sulfuric acids will lead to increased [HCO3

−]eq as a CO2 source.
For example, Perrin et al.19 found this CO2 source by nitric acid
due to agriculture contribution is not negligible, since it could
reach 6–15% of CO2 uptake by natural silicate weathering and
could consequently partly counterbalance this natural CO2 sink.
However, to give an estimate of this flux in the future may be
difficult, which is out of the focus of this contribution.

In this study, we have assembled a new model to explore
spatialtemporal global CCSF fluctuations over the historical

period, 1950–2005, and extended it to the end of this century
2100 AD. Besides natural fluctuations in temperature and car-
bondioxide concentration, anthropogenic land-use changes have
been considered. The results show that there will be widespread
and consistent increases in global CCSF, ranging from +9.8%
(RCP4.5) to +17.1% (RCP8.5), that are chiefly due to increasing
runoff (+12% to +20.9%) and [HCO3

−]eq (+2.1% to +2.6%).
For the full period, 1950–2100, due to the increased runoff caused
by both land-use transition and increasing rainfall, CCSF varia-
tions in low latitudes are expected to become the largest.
Although the low latitudes contain only 28% of terrestrial
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carbonate rock outcrops, the CCSF increase here accounts for
61–68% of the TCS in the future. The warming trend in mid and
high latitudes will accelerate the carbonate dissolution but the
total impact is less important. In future, the increase of runoff will
dominate CCSF increases, due to the chemostatic behavior of
HCO3

−. Global warming, by contrast, will lead to lower
[HCO3

−]eq in tropical regions due to the warmer temperatures.
However, land-use changes and the accompanying rise in water

flux could well counteract this impact, leading a higher net CCSF.
Our study highlights the significant role of land-use change in
global CCSF variation, which needs to be considered in future
global CCSF models.

Methods
Selection of database. To simulate the CCSF fluctuations from the historical
period to the end of this century, we use a long-term statistical climate dataset from
the NASA Earth Exchange Global Daily Downscaled Projections (NEX-GDDP)
CMIP5 archive (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5). This estimates
spatiotemporal variations in climate change26, including a global dataset of
reconstructed (1950–2005) historical precipitation, maximum and minimum near-
surface temperatures, and future predictions (along the concentration pathways,
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, from 2006 to 2100). We calculate the mean temperature by
using the average value of daily maximum and minimum temperatures. From the
NEX-GDDP model suite, we select the Earth System Model of the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL-ESM2M), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), which is one of the most robust models considering
interactions between each sphere.

Land-use harmonization products provided by the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report
give opportunities for estimating the impacts of a wide range of land-use trends on
long-term terrestrial ecosystem processes27. The land-use harmonization dataset
(LUH; http://luh.umd.edu/data.shtml) provides the annual land-use grid dataset from
a long-term historical period and also provides the future land-use predictions under
the different RCP scenarios (CMIP5). The fraction of each land-use type is described
on a 0.25° grid in the LUH report, with the historical reconstruction period and four
land-use change scenarios for future predictions. We choose the two representative
concentration pathways, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, which correspond to the NEX-GDDP
climate data. LUH provides seven land-use types (primary forest, secondary forest,
pasture, crop, primary non forest, secondary non forest, and urban) and we reclassified
each LUH land-use report into five different broad land cover types (forest, grass, non
forest, crop, and urban) in each pixel.

For the spatial distribution of global carbonate rock, we use the v3.0 version
world map of carbonate rock outcrops provided by the Geography and
Environmental Science Department, University of Auckland (http//:www.sges.
aukland.ac.nz/sges_research/karst.shtm). This map only displays the outcrop of
karstic solid rocks. It does not include carbonate rock types that are covered by
later consolidated strata. The carbonate rock types in the natural environment
consist chiefly of limestone (CaCO3) and dolostone (Ca(Mg)CO3). Due to the
uncertainties of precisely distinguishing limestone from globally less common
dolostone in the geological maps, we calculated CCSF by assuming that all
carbonate outcrops are calcite in this study.

Atmospheric CO2 (CO2atm) is also an important factor in the air–water–rock
system. We added CO2atm as an additional parameter for both historical and future
emissions following the two pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). The historical CO2atm

trends and different future emission prediction data (til 2100) were obtained from
Potsdam Institute for climate impact research (http://www.pik-potsdam.de/
~mmalte/rcps/index).
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Calculating equilibrium [Ca2+] in a karst system. The calcium equilibrium
concentration [Ca2+]eq [mol m−3] for a solution saturated with respect to calcite
can be derived to very high accuracy from the analytical expression9:

Ca2þ
� �3

eq¼
K1KCKH

4K2γCa2þγ
2
HCO�

3

pCO2 ð2Þ

where K1, K2, Kc, and KH are the temperature-dependent equilibrium constants for
the chemical reactions, γCa2+ and γHCO3

− are the activity coefficients for calcium
and bicarbonate, respectively, and pCO2 (in atm) is the carbondioxide partial
pressure9.

Calculation of pCO2 for carbonate weathering. CO2 is a key driving factor for
carbonate dissolution. It is present in the atmosphere and will be enhanced by soil
respiration. The pCO2 along the soil–rock or atmosphere–rock interface controls the
saturation state of carbonate chemistry for ground water, thereby determining the
amount of carbonate that can be dissolved in a karst aquifer6,9. In this study, soil
pCO2 is calculated by the method given by the Gwiazada and Broecker28 and
more recently modified by Gaillardet et al.6, who conclude that CO2 production by
respiration in the root zone (CO2

pr in g C m2 yr−1) can be assumed to be 75% of the
ecosystem net primary production (NPP). Meanwhile, a power function is used to
define the pCO2 profile by solving the complete CO2 diffusion equation in soil. It is
assumed at the basis of the root production zone, the soil CO2 reaches maximum and
becomes constant below this horizon: soil pCO2 can thus be expressed as a function of
atmospheric CO2 concentration, temperature, and NPP, shown as below6:

pCO2 Soilð Þ ¼ pCO2 atmð Þ þ
A ´ 0:75´NPP

T2
ð3Þ

where A= 1.03 × 106, a conversion unit constant, pCO2atm is the atmospheric CO2

pressure in ppmv. NPP is net primary productivity in grams of dry matter per meter
square per year (g m−2 yr−1), T is the surface temperature expressed in K and pCO2

(soil) is the maximum CO2 pressure reached below the root zone in ppmv. In the
original version of Eq. (3), the soil pCO2 also depends on the mean root depth, soil
porosity, and tortuosity13,28. However, the rooting depths of global vegetations vary in
different plants species. According to the data from 475 soil profiles around the world,
the majority of rooting depths among different vegetation types are similar in most
regions29. As suggested by Schenk and Jackson29, for predictions on a global scale, it
may be undesirable to assign fixed rooting depths to different vegetation types.
Moreover, it has been found that the forest, scrub, and grass have a similar soil
horizon 50–80 cm that contain 90% of the root biomass30, and this horizon is
matching well with the mean root depth in the soil pCO2 model, we mentioned
above28. On the other hand, recent studies show that different land use may have
similar soil porosity (forest, cultivated land, and grassland), even after revegetation or
deforestation for agriculture activities31,32. Human activities may impact the soil
porosity at the surface soil layers31, but may not alter the subsurface soil layers where
the soil pCO2 reaching maximum. Soil tortuosity depends on porosity as found by Jin
and Jury33. Due to these evidences, we think the recommended soil porosity and
tortuosity by Goddéris et al.13 and Gaillardet et al.6 are feasible in present research.
Here, by using Eq. (3) we estimate the soil pCO2 differences by NPP. We used the
Miami model to calculate NPP in forest ecosystems34. The model assumes that the
climate limits the vegetation primary production and that NPP increases with both
increasing temperature and increasing precipitation:

NPPðT;PÞ ¼ min
3000

1þe1:315�0:119´T

3000 ´ e�0:000664´ Pð Þ

( )

ð4Þ

where NPP is net primary production for ecosystem (NPP is the amount of organic
matter in g of dry matter m−2), T [C] is the annual mean surface temperature, and P
[m s−1] is the annual mean precipitation. Though recent studies found that the
response of NPP to changes in precipitation and temperature varies between eco-
systems, the Miami model results are used to obtain a close approximation of NPP
values in forest ecosystems, and probably overestimates NPP in non-tree-dominated
(grass, shrub, and crop) ecosystems that are largely controlled by precipitation var-
iation and soil water content. In order to quantify the soil pCO2 differences between
different land use/land cover, we employed another model which includes the NPP
estimation in ecosystems without trees. This NCEAS model35 is as follows:

NPPðnon�treeÞ ¼ 6116 ´ 1� expð�6:05 ´ 10�5 ´PÞ� � ð5Þ
where NPP (non-tree) is net primary production (g C m2 yr−1) in non-tree-dominated
ecosystems, and P the annual mean precipitation. Due to land-use reclassification in
the LUH dataset, we used the NCEAS model to calculate the NPP for grass, non
forest, and crop.

The pCO2 in urban areas is set equal to the atmospheric level due to the absence
of soil. In addition, the pCO2atm trends under different RCP scenarios (1950–2100)
given by the Potsdam Institute for climate impact research http://www.pik-
potsdam.de/~mmalte/rcps/ are integrated into our model. It is assumed to be
320 ppm in 1950 AD according to the existing records. In the 2100, as predicted by
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, pCO2atm will reach 538 ppm and 945 ppm, respectively.

Runoff variation estimation by climate and land-use change. In our prior CCSF
modeling studies, long-term runoff changes were calculated by resolving the

balance equation between precipitation and evapotranspiration12. During the past
few decades, the historical global water cycle seems to have strengthened36. For a
long time, water yield has been mainly considered to depend on natural factors but
recent studies have emphasized that anthropogenic factors, such as land-use and
land-cover changes can be another factor driving runoff perturbations in areas with
major human interventions21. Generally, in forest-dominated catchments, the
evapotranspiration is higher than in grass-dominated catchments under similar
climatic conditions, because of the different water consumption capacities of
plants37. Agricultural activities and urbanization can also alter the vegetation cover,
soil properties and thereby change water yield and runoff patterns. Here, we use the
model recommended by Zhang et al.37 to separately estimate the evapotranspira-
tion of forest and of grass lands. In addition, in order to estimate the hydrological
changes of other land-cover/land-use types in the LHU dataset, we additionally
introduce three extended models (for crop, non forest, and urban) that are based
on the standard function given by Zhang et al.37. Our extension functions are based
on a three-year water balance study in a karst simulation test site that detects the
water yields of five different land uses in karst terrain17. The final modified model
can be expressed as:

ETsum ¼ fETf þ gETg þ nETn þ cETc þ uETu ð6Þ
where ETsum (mm) is the total annual evapotranspiration, f, g, n, c, and u are the
ratios of forest, grass, non forest, crop, and urban cover in e ach pixel, respectively
(f+g+n+c+u= 1), and ETf, ETg, ETn, ETc, and ETu (mm) are the corresponding
annual evapotranspiration from different land uses.

Maximal potential dissolution method used for CCSF estimate. To obtain the
global CCSF variations for long-time periods, we replace R in Eq. (1) by R= P-ET,
with P the total precipitation (m yr−1) and ET the evapotranspiration (m yr−1).
We assume that the total dissolved carbon can be approximated by the bicarbonate
alone, [DIC]= [HCO3

−], which is valid for pH values around 8. In this pH range,
reduced electroneutrality states that for each bicarbonate molecule, two calcium
atoms are present, thus [HCO3

−]= 2[Ca2+]. Thus, after multiplying Eq. (1) with
the atomic mass of carbon, 12 g mol−1, Eq. (1) can be reformulated to the annual
CCSF (t C km−2 yr−1; refs. 11,12):

CCSF ¼ 12ðP � ETÞ½Ca2þ�eq ð7Þ
where [Ca2þ]eq is the concentration of calcium ion at equilibrium (mol m−3). The
annual TCS (t C yr−1) for a given karst area can be calculated by:

TCS ¼ 12ðP � ETÞS½Ca2þ�eq ð8Þ
where S [km2] is the land surface area of the carbonate outcrops.

Data availability
The authors declare that the data supporting the findings of this study are publicly
available in the web pages provided in the article. The equilibrium model and all relevant
data are available from the corresponding author upon request. The source data
underlying Figs. 1, 3–6 are provided as a Source Data file.
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